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RALPH BLASINGAME
24 PINE RIDGE DRIVE EAST BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY 08516 TEL 201 - 545-7630

February 21, 1963

Mr. Joseph E. Hurst, President

State Library 3oard
State Library of Ohio
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Dear Mr. Thirst:

I am pleased to subtit herewith my report on the Strvey of

Obio Libraries and State Library services.- The-qtudy-has-been=a

most interesting one for me and my associates. Y wish to thank

u and the other members of the 3oard for the freedom which ycu

have given to all of us involved in this work. I also wish to

express my thanks for the assistance given to us by Mr. Joseph Shubert,

Miss Ruth Hess, Mrs. Faith Stoughton and many other members of the

State Library staff.

It may be useful to stress in this letter that I regard this

report as th beginning of a planning process rather than as a

complete blueprint for public library development in Ohio which

might be put into effect whole anti go relatively unchanged for many

years. If the report stimuiutes boards of trustees, librarians and

others interested in library development to active and wide-spread

discussion of its substance it will have served its purpose. In

fact, I should prefer that to having my recommendations followed

slavishly wtthout_drawing_comment_and constructive criticism.

1t13/pr

Sincerely,
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Introduction

The major domestic problems of the next
generation arise from the many-faceted
features of population change.. .

We will have to respond to the employment
problems of rapid technological change
with a vast array of educational, technical,
and vocational programs. We will have to
improve graduate education and expand the
research resources of our state.

With rising incomes and more leisure time,
our citizens will have greater opportunities
for recreation, study, and travel. We will
have to build upon the foundations of our
present programs in these areas to encourage
and accomodate participation ink these and
other cultural activities. .

Whether we like it or not, we live in a society which is

highly industrialized and whose whole style of life has been

deeply affected by massive social and economic changes brought

about in a relatively short time by industrialization, urban-

ization and automation.

Because these changes have been the subject of much comment

4nvast4gationo-it is not necessary to do more than present

some of them in brief form here.

Population changes: It is appropriate here again to quote the

report just cited:

1
Ohio Development Department. State Regional Planning Bateau.
Plannin for Develo ent: The Ohio Com-rehen lye PlAnnin
Program. cColumbus, 19 73 11 3.

_4_



It is estimated that our present population

of 10,600,000 people will swell to nearly

18,000,000 by the year 2000 . an increase

of nearly seventy percent. The staggering

magnitude of this growth in population is
realized when we recall that the first 142

years of statehood were required to accamu.

late a population of about 7,500,000, little

more than the populati2n increase projected

for the next 35 years.4

Not only have we experienced a very great increase in the

rate at which the population is growing, but also we are

experiencing other major changes. The low birth rates of the

depression years have left us with far too few persons in the

age groups from which leadership for the various professions is

normally drawn. At the same time, the percentage of older

persons has risen sharply.

Families migrated in great numbers for a period of about

fifty years into the great urban centers in order to be near the

centers of production. Now, many families have moved from those

centers to the suburbs. Traditionally, we have thought of the

suburbs as feeding persons into the urban centers. Increasingly,

the pattern is now changing so that vage earners live in one

"suburb" and work in another; we are developing a new form of

"multi centered city" less dependent on the few very large

urban centers than was formerly the case. Meanwhile, a large

number of persons who have not participated in the affluent

society and who consequently are not highly literate, technically

skilled, or otherwise suited to ready assimilation have moved into

the central cities.

2Loc. cite
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Occupational Chan es: The influence of industrialization and

the mechanization (now-automation) of-production-of-goods

flowing from industrialization have brought, and are bringing,

major changes to our occupations. In Ohio both the development

of industry in and near the urban centers and the revolution in

agriculture have radically reduced the number of positions avail -

able to unskilled persons. EVen among skilled persons, techno.

logical change and economic shifts have created problems of obso.

lescence of sklil and, thus- , at leaat or-ary- hardship.-- -"he

effortsorts to mak.1 advanced training or retraining facilities avail.

able have been less than adequate in many cases.

Demand for persons having received graduate degrees has

mushroomed; the supply of such persons has not kept pace.- As

individual productivity has increased, the work week for many

persons, whose preparation often does not require extensive edu-

cation, has been shortened. It is possible that these opposite

forces may soon make it seem undesirable for the individual to

carry his education forward unless he can foresee more or less

immediate reward.

Educational Changes: In 1965, the average educational level of the

person in our working force exceeded 12 years for the first timed

This evidence of the trend to educate large numbers of people to

a relatively high degree, compared with past conditions, suggests

other trends. A vastly increased number of persons are involved

3Speech by Dr. Seymour Wolfbein, Economist, U. S. Department of

Labor.
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in formal and informal programs of education, from pre-school to

highly specialized programs of-advanced-study-in_educational

institutions on the one hand to in-service programs in industry

on the other. Altogether, the emphasis has recently been on

independent study, whatever the context. The recent rapid growth

of community colleges and the trend toward commuting students, as

distinguished from students in residence, in-those and-four-year

colleges suggests the need for a wide-spread network of libraries

and other study facilities. Compression of the curriculum, so

that subjects once taught only in college are now found in many

high school curricula, and the addition of subjects once labelled

"exotic" suggest increasing attention to education and to speeding

up and broadening in the process.
__-

Chan e in Information and Knowledge: The publication in 1962 of

Fritz Machlup's

the United States (Princeton University Press) stands as a landmark

in the developing information industry. There are many complex

aspects to this industry. However, the facets of it which concern

us in this study are those related to the prodigious increase of

research in terms of do,lars spent, information produced, prolifer-

ation of subject specialities and sub-specialties, sites at which

research is performed and goVernmental participation in and poten-

tial gain from the processes.- Government has, aside from its

sponsorship of research and the creation of universities and other

research centers, two main responsibilities with respect to this



evolving information industry.. First, it is responsible for

insuring the_ development of the informa.tioti industry itself if

the new information-based industries are to develop within the

state. Information must be harnessed and put to work if any

state is to maintain a healthy atmosphere for the business and

industry of the future. Second, state government has a responsi-

bility_ to provide the_channels through which applicable information

may flow to and through social institutions so as to ameliorate

the effects of some of the other areas of change suggested here.

That ist the state government has a responsibility toward the

Legal exploitation of the results of re rch.

Communication Chaagea; We live in a multi media age, though one

may disagree that-we lia-v-e-t-one -so far that the medium really = is the

massage. The dominant media for the dissemination of everyday

information (the press, television, radio, for example) are oriented

toward presenting messages useful to one or another sponsor. This

is not to suggest that news is falsified; it is to suggest that

much of the newspaper space, of the television screen time and of

the "ear time" of both television and radio are devoted to adver-

tieing and the promotion of one or another set of ideas and attitudes.

While one thinks of these media as having certain educational effects

(reaL or potential) it is nonetheless true that only educational

institutions (including libraries) are organized so as to permit

the recipient of information and knowledge both to decide what it

is he wishes to know about and to make his own mistakes and dis-

coveries as he attempts to gain some kind of control over, the
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subjects he elects to explore. Thus, while we may think that

the mass media, paperback books, book clubs and bookstores are

supplying both massive amounts of information and multiple

opportunities to have access to information, still these are all

supplier-oriented. The user-oriented information sources are

_Yirtually all either Puttli4Y_supported_through_taices_or_

privately endowed. This mediating influence in a data -rich

civilization may provide mach of the rationale for the continued

and increased support of libraries. museums and other similar

institutions in the future.

Urbapizationt The urban...industrial society has given rise to many

institutions-designadteitherpmduce-or-#Sseminate,_knowledge,L_

Among the earliest of these institutions to emerge in the great

urban centers were the predetessors of the public library. These

subscription libraries were established for a variety of reasons.

among them, to provide opportunities for artisans and mechanics

to pool their resources in order to require a store of books

useful to them.: From these institutions emerged the concept of

the publicly supported free library. The rapid increase in free-

-public-libraries follows the sharp upturn in urbanization of the

middle of the 19th century. Ohio's public library history generally

-parallels -that-of-the-Uriited-States.

The great urban centers did not show any even development of

libraries free public or otherwise. For example, the Boston

Public Library was established over 100 years ago and has been

relatively well supported for long periods of time. Philadelphia's
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Free Library was established less than 50 years ago and was

poorly supported until rather recently Nonethelessoit was

the large city that there emerged (1) the great variety of special

audiences required for the support of large library systems, and

a multiplicity of separate libraries, (2) the economy which both

-demanded sources of knowledge and could afford to support them

well and (3) leadership for the formation of such voluntary in-

stitutions. Ohio's city public libraries also developed somewhat

unevenly. However, thoy are generally well developed and several

are quite outstanding. The central city public library has been

a strong influence in the development of all public libraries and

has-been-to some degree influential in the development of other

types of libraries. Particularly in the area, of reader service

development has the large city library been influential.

The Prototype Public Library: Some of the outstanding character-

istics of many city public libraries from the beginning have been

(1) support by a single unit of government, (2) voluntary, rather

than mandatory, nature of support, (3) development of "systems" with

internal hierarchies and multiple service outlets, (4) lack of

dependence upon state government except for permissive enabling

legislation. Because of the vigor with which these characteristics

have been presented to the profession, they-have-itiflueneed-virtatallr-

all public libraries, urban and otherwise. Many non -urban areas

have not presented the conditions prerequisite to the creation and

support of libraries of a quality the practitioners now feel is

acceptable. This lack of variety of models or prototypes has
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resulLed in uneven development of library services especially

between cities arld rural areas. The source of funds (property

taxes generally; in Ohio the local situs intangibles tax) ag.

gravated this unevenness because of its casual relationship to

need for services.

New Trends in Urbanization: Now, in the rapidly changing urban

context, the middle class which has provided most of the users

for the large public library and for certain other types of li.

braries, is being dispersed over the landscape in such a fashion

that it is unlikely that we will see new concentrations of spa-

cial audiences any time in the near future. At the same time,

industries are in a fair number of cases being dispersed from

the traditional location in or near the large urban contacts.

Thus, both the population which has traditionally provided our

audience and the economic base for support of large libraries

are being scattered about over a large urban area. In many

cases, these groups have not easily become influential in local

governmental units.

The central city library (and the university and special

library) are often being used by people who do not contribute

in any way to their support. In other uords, the need for infor.

mation has
oft;_indeed, it has intensified

with the increasing complexity of society in all its aspects.

The means of supoort of certain large centers of information,

however. may be declininc. Or, at least, there seems to be a

considerable danger of such decline.
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Pri As this study has progressed, it has appeared to the

-surveyor, that -threemajor -areas-or-further=library development_

are evident. They are here presented in the, recommended order

of priority:

1. Enlargement and clarification of the role of the

Ohio State Library and alterations in staffing and

organization to the and that it may be a strong voice

in Columbus speaking on matters of importance to

braries generally. There is a traditional role for

the State Library with respect to public libraries.

That role -should be enlarged, -but-concentration-on

that role should not obscure other potential roles.

The nature and magnitude of the problems of state

wide library development point strongly to the need

for such an expanded and strengthened central agency.

In crucial issues such as future methods of finance

and development of adequate reference services, cer-

tain critical decisions must be made in Columbus.

The state government must have within its own

framework a source of fact and interpetation, of

idea development and implementation which is re..

spected as capable of helping to make-such decisions.

2. Development and implementation oi programs of

equalization of opportunity for each resident of

Ohio. One of the most obvious problems present in

Ohio is that, despite its high average support for
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public libraries, there are marked inequalities

AcittdatIvnunties_as well_asibet_wmmL areas_ot_the__

state. A fundamental reason for the existence of

state government is to ease such conflicts. The

greater resources of the state both in sources

of income and in human resources which can be

tapped, as compared to local government, must be

applied to problems of equalization of opportun-

ity if the state is to retain its relevance.

3. Development of plans whereby the major resources

represented by the city libraries of-Ohio can be

related to state-wide needs. Residents of suburbs

which will not ever be the centers of the rich var.

iety of special audiences as the cities are

(though perhaps temporarily) show, their need for

the libraries through the use they make of them.

Students at sail levels from high school through

college (and, in some instances, surely, through

the first year of graduate study) cal, on these

libraries. Businesses and industries often main.

tain special libraries which regard their role as

that of locating information held in other libraries

as much as buying materials for their own use. This

type of use will increase as specialized businesses

and industries, relying heavily on large collections,

grow in number, size, and importance relative to

traditional enterprises.



At the same time, the changing nature of the

central city and consequent changes in the public

library must be taken into account. The public

library is still primarily a local responsibility.

It must be adapted to its environment. The major

changes suggested should be the focus of research

and experimentation. Joint sponsorship of such

programs by the cities and the state will be

required if a body of fact is to be built up

sufficient to serve as the underpinnings for

%meaningful services.

14.

The order of priority above reflects the belief that a strong,

articulate State Library is an absolute requirement for effec.

tive action, that equalization is an obvious problem which can

be attacked by tested means and that certain aspects of the een.r

tral city problems, while very important, can be immediately

tied into an equalization program, but that basic adaptation

to the changed environment will require long term efforts.

This study is set forth not as containing a complete pro-

gram for state -wide service but rather as being a beginning for

a continuous planning process, and also as providing a general

framework for state -wide action programs. There are limitations

inherent in the survey process; ordinarily, a survey raises as

many questions as it answers. For this reason, considerable

stress should be laid on the recommendations reating to im.

provement of information collecting and analysis methods. It
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should be assumed that adequate continuous planning will require

both that some general roles or outlines be followed and that

frequent changes in programs may be necessary.

Another limitation of this study is that it is not a study

of library finances or the method of financing libraries Ohio

elected to inaugurate a generation ago. It is, rather, a study

of the conditions which have resulted, in part, from those mat-

ters. At the same time, the subject of finances, both the method

and the level resulting, has been of concern throughout the study.



Chapter I

Brief History of Ohio's Public. Libraries

The beginnings of library service can be traced to the year

1796 when Ohio was then a territory as designated by the Ordinance

of 1787. Colonel Israel Putnam, who, in order to share his family

books with the nearby community of Marietta, organized a company

of shareholders, each share selling for ten dollars.1 It soon

became known as the Belpre Farmers' Library and established a

precedent for some 187 other "social" libraries established

throughout Ohio prior to 1850.2 The subscription or social li-

brary was a prevailing type of "public" library at the time.

Libraries, with few exceptions, were as public as the schools of

that day, open to anyone who could afford the subscription fees.3

In many settlements there-was a notable lack of currency.

Ames Township of nearby Athens, for example, was a community of

New England homesteaders who had brought their culture with them,

but not their books. A town meeting in lie fall of 1803 led to

the formation of the Western Library Association, better known as

1 Elizabeth FariAmt, "The History of Libraries in Ohio", Ohio

Library Association Bulletin, April, 1961, Volume 31,- Nutber 2,

P. 3.

2Haynes McMullen, "The Use of Books in the Ohio Valley before

1850", Journal of Library History, Volume 1, Number 1, January,

1966, p. 49.

Farces, op. eit. III
D ,40
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the Coonskin Library. It was a plan whereby subscribers con-

tributed five to ten pelts which were taken to Boston, sold, and

books purchased with the proceeds

Daring this period of library development, Ohio attained

statehood, and the legislature, then convening in Chillicothe,

accepted petitions for incorporation of libraries by passing

separate acts of legislation for each petitioning library.5 The

passage of these special laws incorporating librarie*s became so

burdensome to the legislature that in 1817 a general law was

passed providing for the incorporation of libraries. The number

of attempts to establish libraries in these early years is indi.

cative of the general interest in culture and self - improvement

on the part of these Ohio pioneers.
6

Another piece of legislation the General Assembly approved

in 1317 was a request of Governor Thomas Worthington to establish

a State Library by utilizing contingency funds voted for the

Governor the previous year. At its inception, the State Library

was to serve only members of the legislature and governmental

officials, but, in time, the State Library was authorized by the

legislature to expand its library services to the general public.
7

'Grace Goulder, "Some Early Ohio Libraries*, The Serif, Kent

State University, Library Quarterly, March, 1966, p.

3Fairies, op. cit., P. 3.

6
J. J. Burns, "Libraries and Educational Papers", Educational

History of Ohio, 1903, Columbus, p. 237.

7C. B. Galbreath, Sketches of Ohio Libraries, Columbus, Ohio:

Fred J. Heer, State Printer, 1902, p. 19.
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As the population of Ohio expanded during the 18201s and

$301s, two new types of libraries sprang up, both imported from

the east, and each catering to a specific class of people.
8

The

apprentices or mechanic library and the mercantile library had

appeal to young men of lwer middle class background who were

learning new skills for the emerging industrial and business

community. In some cases, the expenses of these libraries were

born by the company or some community philanthropist, but ordin-

arily they were paid for by subscriptions from the workers.9

At the other extreme were libraries which developed out of

the "ljceum era". Lyceums were associations formed for the par-

pose of holding discussions and hearing lectures, but in many of

them libraries were established as one of the activities. Some

of these lyceum associations began to conduct lecture series in

order to make money for the purchase of books. Those who spon-

sored the lyceums and the libraries which resulted were upper

middle class reflecting the values of a sound education and an

appraciation for cultural activities.
10

Basically, all the libraries up to this time were subscripii

tion libraries. They were the public libraries of their day,

8
McMullen, op. cit.. p. 52.

9Elmer D. Johnson, Communication, The Scarecrow Press,

2nd ed., New York, 19 Gip.

1
°Faries, op. cit.. p. 3-4,

Inc.,
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but freedom of access to these libraries varied greatly. College

libraries were often open to the local community, but most other

collections of books could be used only by members of some kind

of association who had paid some fee.
11 The passage of the Sehool

Act in 1853 marked the culmination of a long struggle for the

tax supported public school and developed a rationale for legis-
,

lation that would empower a community to establish tax.supported

public libraries. These first tax.supported libraries, completely

subordinated to the schools, did not provide services for the

out.of-school reader. Many of the subscription library collections

formed the nuclei for the new public school libraries that were

being organized. Finally, in 1869, legislation authorized muni-

cipalities to open and maintain free libraries and reading rooms.12

Just before the turn of the century two important events

took place...organization of the Ohio Library Association and the

extension of State Library services to the public in general.

Returning from a meeting of the American Library Association at

Lake Placid, New York in 1895, Mr. W. H. Brett, Director of the

Clsveland Public Library, discussed the need for a state associaa

tion with several colleagues who were travelling with, him. An

organization meeting was held Wednesday evening, February 27, 1895,

at the Neil, House in Columbus. The following day about thirty-five

11McMullen, op. cit., p. 49.

12Faries, op. cit., p. 4.
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librarians, representing 202 libraries
13

in existence at that

time, assembled at the State Library and completed the organ-

ization of the Ohio Library Association by adopting a constitution
14

The other event of significance was an act of the legisia.

ture in 1896 which entitled the State Library to expand its

services in order better to serve the people of Ohio. From this

new encouragement developed the concept of a travelling library

department in which books were loaned to borrowers outside of

Columbus, thus making books readily available to rural communities

and remote villages where library service did not exist. This

travelling library idea was adapted by several city librarians

who saw its application to the supplying of classroom collections

to public and private schools and the initiation of deposit col-

lections to outlying areas of the city.
15

The special legislation enacted in 1898 authorizing county-

wide library service was the result of the efforts of the Bramback

heirs to effect their father's will that $50,000 be spent for a

county library.
16 Thus the Brumback family of Van Wert created

the first county library system, a precedent which the Cincinnati

Public Library of Hamilton County quickly imitated. By these two

13Fifty-third Annual Report of the Commissioners of the Ohio State

Library to the Governor of the State of Ohio for the Year Ending

November 15, 1898, The Westbote Co., State Printers, Columbus, 1899,

p. 113.

1
4NForty Years of Growth, A Brief History of the Ohio Library

Association from 1895 to 1935", prepared by the Anniversary Committee,

Effie Power, Chairman, Ohio Library Association Handbook, 1935, unpaged.

1
5Faries, op. cit p. 5.

16
Galbreath, op. cit., p. 265-286.



examples, the county library movement was stimulated in other

areas of the State.
17

Also boosting the expansion of library service in Ohio was

the establishment of a law in 1906 which created within the

State Library the office of Library Organizer. This position

was designed to provide a professional viewpoint to those cora-

munities desiring to establish a library or improve their li-

brary service to the community.
18

Around 1921, other events occurred which had great impact

on the form of organization of Ohio's public libraries. Brahm's

description follows:

Until 1921, most public libraries in Ohio
were either the association or municipal
type with a few organized as school dis-
trict, township, county and county district.
Prior to that time, the legislature passed a
15 mill limitation on real property taxes
and subdivisions which had been levying up
to a mill and a half tax for libraries sud
denly found themselves unable to do so. How-

ever, the right of school districts to levy
outside this limitation was re- established
in 1921...This caused many of the association
and municipal libraries to change their form
of government...19

The depression of 1929 caused a crisis in local and state

government funding. To alleviate the taxpayers' mounting finan-

cial problems, a state constitutional amendment imposed a tax

limitation of 15 mills---reduced to 10 mills :111 1934...on all

17Faries, ort,, cit., p. 5.

18
Ibid., p. 5.

19Walter Brahm, "Commentary on the Library Laws of Ohio and Their

Application", Library Laws of Ohio in Force January, 1960, Ohio

State Library, Columbia, Ohio, 1960, p. 86.
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real property. When this happened, school district libraries

and all other public libraries, which had been supported by real

property taxes, were virtually without financial support. As

revenues fell off, many libraries were either without a budget

or one 1. 1.: was greatly reduced. Some closed entirely; others

struggled on with volunteer help or with a much reduced staff on

half salary.2
0

Finally, Robert A. Taft, then State Senator, drafted arid

introduced to the General Assembly in 19,3 a bill which was to

enable the hard-hit libraries to re-open. This bill provided

that any library board which would make the services of its li-

brary available to all residents of the county could submit its

oudget directly to the County Budget Commission. This Commission

was directed to give these libraries who agreed to offer library

service to anyone in the county first consideration of the monies

collected from the local intangibles tax of the county.2

It was now possible for a community to establish a library

without any cost to them because the intangibles was a county

tax. Village councils and boards of education in small communities

began establishing public libraries and applying to the county

for funds. The number of libraries mushroomed from 197 in 1934

20
Loc. cit.

21 Unpublished history of the Columbus Public Library, p. 33-34#
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to 280 in 19471 a growth of 42' during this thirteen year period.
22

In 1947 the legislature was forced to take action. A bill spon.

sered by the Ohio Library Association provided that hereafter

Ohio was to establish its public libraries on a county -wide basis.

The libraries already established by cities, townships, and school

districts were permitted to continue, but no taxing authority

other than the county could establish new ones.23

Major influences on Ohio's library service during the fol.

lowing twenty years were the growth of the intangibles tax col-

lections and the inauguration of the federal Library Services

and Construction Act. During this period the number of libraries

declined from the 1947 high of 280 to its present level of 258

libraries, largely a result of the county district library laws

and, in some cases, the consolidation of school districts within

a county.

221938 Directory of Ohio Libraries and The Comparative Statistics

of Public Libraries for the Years 1934, 1935, and 1936, compiled

by Paul A. T. Noon, State Librarian, Ohio State Library, Columbus,

Ohio, 1938, p 13; 1948 Directory of Ohio Libraries with Cumu-

lative Statistics for 1945, 1946, and 1947, Ohio State Library,

Columbus, Ohio, 1948, p. 36.

23
Brahm, op. cit., p. 68.



Chapter II

Present Status of Ohia Public Libraries

I. Description

This chapter consists of a review of the present status

of Ohio's public libraries. Data used are contained in Mils

of the annual 9121tor,ofLibraries, in questionnaires

designed for this study and returned by about 86% of Ohio

public libraries* and in notes made in field trips by various

persons ,lonnected with the study. References to the Atectoa

and other printed materials are made by numbered footnotes*

Other factual material is derived from the analysis of the

questionnaire, reproduced in the Appendix to this report.

Responding libraries were grouped by the size of collection as

follows:

Group I
Group II
Group III
Group IV,
Group V

Under 10,000 volumes
10,001 . 23,000 volumes
25,001 100,000 volumes
100,001 . 300,000 volumes
More than 500,000 volumes

Population: Ohio's population has been estimated as of January 1,

196, at 10,641,242, an increase 9,6 percent over the Federal

Census figure of 9,706,397 in 1960,1 This population is expected

to increase to approximately 19,000,000 in 2000.2

10hio Development Department. Economic Research Division,

"Population Estimates for Ohio". January 1, 1966, Columbus,

1966,

2
Ohio Development Department. Ply for Dev-cCaltit: The

Ohio Comprehensive Planning Program, CColumbus* V9673 p* 1*
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Ohio's residents are served by 259 public libraries, a

decline of eleven since 1959. 3 No resident of the state may be

said to lack local public library service completely, since any

library receiving funds from the intangibles tax may not legally

deny service to a resident of the county. However, for reasons

to be set forth later, it appears that some residents of Ohio

do in fact lack public library service.

Orzaaludjoutjaarlw The seven types of public libraries

are enumerated in the llasta. They are:

1. Association; twenty in number

2. County district; 36 in number

3. County; three in number
4. School District; 172 in number

5. Joint School District; one only
6. Municipal; 22 in number (including one newly formed)

7. Township; five in number.

The Directory further states:

In addition to the county and county district
libraries certain libraries in Ohio have been

designated by the State Library Board as
"county extension center libraries". (Sec.

3375.05 R. C.) These are libraries which
meet certain standards established by the

State Library Board and which, have formally
resolved to provide for extension of their

services to residents who live in their county

but outside their regular service area,
County extension center, libraries are eli-

gible to receive state aid and other services

of the State Library of Ohio in extending

their services to county residents.3

30hio State Library. OfbecilioDix.aries, 1967. Columbus,

1967. p. 2.

Ibid p. 6.

5Thid.
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Such libraries exist in 80 of Ohio's 88 counties.

Financial Supports Ohio is unusual among the states in the

main source of funds used to support public libraries. For

the most part, public libraries are supported by direct levies

on real property or by appropriations from general funds re-

sulting primarily from levies on real property. As noted in

the first chaptar, such funds were denied to public libraries

during the 19301s in Ohio and the present intangibles tax de.

vised. This intangibles tax yielded $44,5671351 in 1966, of *

which $34,440,514 was distributed to public libraries. Total

public library income from all sources including the intangibles

tax for the same period was $41 405,738.
6

Per capita support

for individual libraries varied from $.50 (Adams County) to

$6.54 (Cuyahoga County). The average per capita income was

about $3.89, computed on the basis of the gross figures for popu-

lation and public library income just cited. However, it should

be pointed out that library income reached or exceeded this per

capita level in only eleven counties. in a like number of coun-

ties, the average per capita income was under $1.00,
8

a. figure

considered to yield only "...limited or minimum service" twenty.

6
Ibid., p. 6*

7Ibid** p. 2.

8I bi d.
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five years ago.9 Total public library expenditure reported in

1964 was $33,044, 417610

It should be noted that per capita income or expenditure

figures presented as county-wide averages are somewhat mis-

leading. The county budget commission, which distributed the

income from the tax, has no statutory or other external guide-

lines to assist it in aohieving equity among several libraries

in a county.

Library Staff: (Appendix, Tables 2 to 10F). Ohio's public li-

braries employ 44602 persons, full or part-time. The libraries

are directed by head librarians appointed, with only eighteen

exceptions, by the library board of trustees. Other professional

personnel (that is, not head librarians) are employed following

a variety of procedures. Outside the middle-sized libraries,

board participation in the process is rather common.

Forty-two libraries are operated by head librarians without

professional training. While most of these libraries are small

(i.e., hold fewer than 25,000 volumes), seventeen are in the

25,000-100,000 volume class. None of the responding libraries

over 100,000 in size reported employing no professionally trained

person. The seven largest libraries employ by far the majority

of professionally trained persons.

9American Library Association. Committee on Post-War Planning.

"Post-War Standards for Public Libraries". Chicago, 1943, p. 55.

()Ohio State Library, op. Cit p. 46.
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Vacancies exist for professionally trained librarians in

libraries in all size categories, though by far the largest num.

ber exist in the largest libraries, as might be expected.

In only sixteen libraries of 204 responding to this ques-

tion, had there been h...any new kinds of professional positions

cxeated...such as systems analyst, community relations expert,

special subject reference librarian or adult education expert."

Library staff members, for the most part, have been recruited

from, first, the local community and, second, from other places

in Ohio. The larger the library the greater the chance that the

recruiting effort for professionally trained persons has been

extended to places outside Ohio. For other than professional

staff members, the local community supplies virtually all the

talent.

In the smallest size group (under 10,000 volumes) three

libraries (out of fifteen responding to this question) did not

offer any in- service training programs or other arrangements

for part -time training of staff. In the largest size class

(over 500,000 volumes) all eight respondents did offer in-service

training or make other arrangements. The likelihood that staff

will be given in-service training opportunities varies directly

with size, taking all respondents into account.

In the smaller libraries, considerable stress is placed,

according to the respondents, in hiring professional personnel

on such factors as having specific skills for the position,
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length of professional experience, and having congenial views

on the library's policies and philosophy. Stress on having an

advanced degree appears strongly in libraries of over 100,000

volumes and predominates in the larger organizations. In the

largest libraries, Lolding advanced degrees and having specific

skills are the most common first requirements.

Boards of Trustees: (Appendix, Tables 11A to 21). The mad=

contains an explanation of the aumbers of members permitted for

the boards of trustees of the seven types of libraries in Ohio.11

Responses to the questionnaire indicate that these provisions are

followed with respect to actual appointments to boards and that

there are relatively few vacancies on public library boards. How-

ever, the respondents indicated that attendance at board meetings

is considerably less than perfect. For example, 85 libraries in

Group III indicated that there are seven members permitted on

their boards, that there are only three vacancies in sum, but

that in only 34 cases do all board members regularly attend

meetings. The respondents reported that, with rather few excep-

tions, board members serve, on the average, seven years. Only

three respondents indicated that there was a formal limitation

on tenure for board members.

In the smaller libraries, there are more women than men

serving on boards; the balance shifts in the 23,001.100,000 vol-

ume category and the percentage of men rises sharply as the size

11
Ibid.. P.
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of the library increases. Board members in the 40.60 age bracket

account for about 60% of the total (for the respondents) while

about 30 are over 60 years of age. Only ten percent are under

40. Board members are most often business executives, educators

or members of other professions; few political leaders or labor

or religious leaders serve in this capacity.

As to their activity in other civic affairs, the largest

group (569 out of 1,352) serve on philanthropic and charitable

organizations or (402) hospital, museum or other civic boards.

A few (57) are on school boards and somewhat more (165) are

active in political affairs in the community.

Nearly two thirds of the trustees (954 out of 1,558) were

reported as wanting to expand the library's program, while most

of the others (552) were reported as feeling that an adequate job

is being done. There .4.3 considerable variation in this respect

among the sizes of libraries. In general, the trustees are

about evenly divided on the issue in the 10,001.25,000 volume

group; about 2 to 1 in favor of expanding programs in the 25,001-

100 000 volume group; six to one in the 100,001.500,000 group and

eight to one in the largest libraries. In other words, except

for the very smallest libraries, where there is also considerable

desire for expansion of programs, trustees in larger libraries

are more apt to perceive need for expansion of service than are

trustees of the more numerous middle-sized libraries.

For the most part, chief librarians regularly attend board

meetings and make up or participate in making 1p the agenda for
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the board. The larger the library, the more apt the librarian

is to make the agenda. Most boards are regarded, in comp Bison

to other boards of their acquaintance, by the librarian, as

very active (116) or somewhat active (94). Pew (12) are re.

garded as not very active. Most boards (188) are thought of as

very supportive of the librarians program policies, few (30) as

somewhat supportive and almost none (0 as not very supportive.

Compared to other boards in the community, library boards were

regarded most often as somewhat prestigious (108); however,

many (98) were regarded as very prestigious and only 16 as not

very prestigious.

§nteu.nActies: (Appendix, Tables 22A to 25F). The re.

sponding libraries participated to widely varying degrees in

cooperative library activities. In order by frequency of men-

tion, these activities are interlibrary loan (in which virtually

all report sharing), contract services to schools or outlying

areas (though this is far less common than participation in

interlibrary loan), centralized reference services, shared tech

nioal services, and last, special programs on literacy and basic

education. It appears that the State Library is used as a source

of interlibrary loan by many libraries (188) and other public

libraries rank second (132). Local public schools run third

(50; universities fourth (43). Other replies are so few in num.

ber as to suggest use only in very special circumstances.

Interlibrary loan is an important activity for a variety of

reasons. Through it, libraries many times draw on the resources

of major libraries to satisfy the information needs of specialists
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or people whose access to information sources is limited. How-

ever, participation in interlibrary loan is not an indication of

need or desire to develop systems of libraries in which maximum

use of all resources may be realized. The responses to this

section of the questionnaire indicate, first, that the smallest

libraries, whose clients might benefit most if the libraries

participated in systems of services of all types, were quite

unlikely to have system affiliations. Second, the volume of

response generally confirms that there has been no great incen-

tive to establish systems of public libraries in Ohio. In this.

respect, Ohio is much like other states, though it should be

pointed out that the general direction of professional thought

today is toward regional and state systems.

The librarians responding to that item on the questionnaire

in which they were asked to rank their cooperative activities by

order of importance (the items were interlibrary loan, centralized

reference service, shared technical service, contract services to

schools or outlying areas and special programs on literacy or

basic education) showed a remarkable consistency. Interlibrary

loan was ranked as of first importance in all size classes and

special programs on literacy and basic education was always

ranked as of least importance, though it sometimes ranked with

contract services to schools and outlying areas.

Library Policy and Planning: (Appendix, Tables 26 to 33F).

Somewhat more libraries (110) have development plans than do not

(98) and the larger the library the greater the possibility that
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a plane exists. In the tallest size category, fewer than half

of the respondents (5) reported having plans than not (11). On

the other extreme, seven of the eight largest libraries have

development plans.

Planning committees follow this same general pattern and

the professional staff takes an increasing part in the planning

process in the larger libraries as compared to the smaller ones.

Of the responding libraries, about one third (37) have had

surveys of their operations as part of the planning process,

while about two thirds (93) have not. Libraries of under 100,000

volumes in size show a decidedly different pattern than those

over 100,000 volumes. Of the former, 79 have not had surveys;

26 have. Of the latter, 14 have not had surveys; 81 have.

Of those librarians who reported seeking advice, most

indicated that they seek it only on special occasions. The

State Library is most often consulted, though not by those

librarians who reported seeking regular advice. Other nearby

libraries have a considerable edge here. The State Library

regional centers apparently are used to obtain advice regularly

but by rather few librarians.

The respondents to the questionnaire showed a wide range

of attitudes toward developing their programs and services.

Several items, however stand out as being worthy of special

comment. Improving the quality of the collection as a whole

was ranked most often as being of first importance in all size

categories. In libraries up to 25,000 volumes, expanding re.

sources to assist students and increase cooperation with schools
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was ranked as of first importance next most often. From this

size category upward, interest in building new or expanding

library physical facilities was ranked as of first importance

next to improving the collection and interest in expanding re-

sources to a6sist students fell off more or less directly with

increasing size of library.

Cooperation: The item "Extend or expand your library system

through contracts for service to outlying areas, through feder-

ation with existing libraries and/or through administrative uni-

fication with Ither libraries" was ranked as of least importance

more often than any other item in all size categories except the

largest.

Services to Schools: (Appendix, Tables 34 to 40). Students at

the secondary school level or above, according to the respondents,

comprise a relatively large part of the audience for adult cir-

culating collection. In 93 cases, students were reported as

making up 25% to 50% of the users of that part of the collection

and in 88 cases the estimate was 50% to 75%. A few respondents

(17) reported that the percentage was less than 20 and a few

(12) that it was over 75%. There is general agreement among the

various size categories on this point.

As to use of the reference collection, the impression is

rather different, Here, student use appears to be substantially

higher, with only eight respondents estimating that student use

comprises less than 25% of the total use; 47 reporting 20-5014

95 reporting 50.70; and 57 reporting 75% or over. Again, there

-7

'1-
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is general agreement among the size classes except that the li-

brarians of larger libraries tend to estinate this use as a some-

what higher percentage of total use than do the smaller libraries.

A substantial number of libraries (94) report that they

supply deposit collections to schools although somewhat more

(116) do not. Relatively few very small libraries perform this

service but aside from that there are no major differences in

size categories. Most (175) respondents regularly supply books

or other materials to teachers for classroom use; few (43) do not.

Most (181) do not operate school libraries in school buildings;

few (34) do. Again, there are no major differences among size

categories. Most libraries (125) reporting do not receive pay-

ment for services to schools; only a few (22) do receive payment.

None of the smallest and largest libraries report receiving pay-

ment for school services; in the other three size categories

there are no apparent trends or consistent differences.

A fairly large number of respondents (86) report that there

is a formally adopted policy with respect to giving service to

students, but more (108) report no policy. Similarly, 78 re-

spondents report the existence of a policy with respect to re-

lation of library to schools; more (94) do not.

Steps taken to place the board's poll...1y about service to

students or the library's relationship to the schools most com-

monly take the form of conversations or correspondence with

school administrators (86) omlversations or correspondence with

school librarians (58) or with members of the school board (43).
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Book Selection Policies: (Appendix, Tables 41 to 43). In view

of the centrality to library operations of the materials collec-

tions (confirmed by the high rank given by this group of re-

oondents to the earlier item on development of their collections)

one would expect to find a book selection policy* including a

policy on removing books from the collection, in virtually every

library; . In fact, fewer of the respondents (79) report the

existence of book selection policies than not (133). Far

fewer (34) report the existence of a policy with respect to

weeding than not (172). There appear to be no particularly

important differences in this regard among the size categories,

except that the 25,001.100,000 volume libraries seem even less

interested in these policies than others.

Most trustees, according to the respondents, either rarely,

if ever, participate in book selection (96) or only occasionally

make suggestions (102). Some (23) regularly participate in book

selection, most of those in the smaller libraries.

Most of the respondents indicate that their library board

has not adopted any written statement on censorship (175) while

a few (25) have adopted a strong, explicit statement. Some (16)

have adopted a policy, but not a strong one.

Growth of Collections: Despite the importance to the library

of its collections of mat.rials, there have not been developed

methods of making what may be called "fine-grainede measures of

collection growth. On local, state and national bases, there

are many reports published which can yield a general picture
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of trends in collecting. If one can stand back a considerable

distance, it is possible to see a rather general pattern of

increasing size in established public libraries. However, if

one wishes to inspect the picture at close range, it becomes

vague and indefinite.

For example, it is usually impossible to distinguish growth

in titles from growth in volumes. It is thus generally not pos.

sible to relate growth of library collections to trends in pub.

lishing. One cannot tell whether the rapid growth of the pub.

lishing industry in recent years has been paralleled in library

collections. It is very difficult to make an estimate of whether

growth of libraries represents an increasing store of information

or whether growth is merely a result of the lack of selection

and weeding policies.

In spite of these problems and limitations, some evaluation

of the book collections in Ohio's public libraries is necessary.

Rather than use such devices as list checking, a study of trends

in funds spent for books, numbers of volumes added and other

major factors was done.
12 In addition, Ennis examined national

and state trends in growth of collections and librarians, using

index:numbers to make comparisons possible."

12The result was F. W. Summers "Book Resources of Ohio Putlic

Libraries: A Study in Declining Excellence". Unpublished

tYPescript, 31 pages.

13Philip H. Ennis, Ohio Library Manpower, In press. 83 pages

and appendices.
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That these two studies, performed independently and using

different methods, both should point to certain tentative con.

elusions may be only coincidence. However, even if it is

assumed to be such, they should lead to further continuing

inquiry. For if the two studies have identified a trend con.

rectly, library service in Ohio is, in Ennis' words, in a stage

of "incipient downturn."
14 Summers' wording is stronger.

"Taken as a whole, Ohio public libraries are...consuming the

excellence in book resources developed in past years."
15

lihat are the "facts"? Using data published by the U. S.

Office of Education. Ennis calculated index numbers for absolute

growth in number of librarians and volumes held by public li-

braries. Collection size for the libraries of the nation as a

whole rises in a straight line from 1957.1963. The collection

size trend in Ohio public libraries is virtually identical with

that of the nation from 1957 -1959, but then breaks and takes on

a new and less steep character.
16 That is, growth in collections

in Ohio libraries slowed down.

Similarly constructed index numbers for absolute growth in

libraries and collection size in Ohio public libraries from

1957/5B-1963/64 were charted. The conclusion is that the ratio

of librarians to collection is declining faster in Ohio than in

the nation as a whole.
17

14tbide P. 35.

15Summers. op. cit., p. 5.

16Ennis. op. cit., p. 36.

17Ibid., P. 37-39.
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Summers used data for the most part, taken from the Ohio

Library Directory for the period 1957.1966. He categorized

libraries in the same five size groups as are indicated in

Appendix, Table I. Since libraries tend to grow in total col-

lection size, the number of libraries in each size class changes

slowly. That fact complicates the picture. However, in general,

Ohio's public libraries showed fairly constant growth in number

of volumes added and in total holdings up to 1959. A drop in

volumes added occurred in all but the largest libraries in 1960.

The pattern of general constant growth resumed in 1961.62 with

the exception of the smallest (under 25,000 volumes) libraries.

Growth slowed gradually and another decline appeared in 1966,

in all size categories.
18

The seven largest libraries hold approximately half of the

total volumes held by all of Ohio's public libraries. The fol-

lowing table shows the trends in volumes added from 1962.1966.19

TABLE 1

VOLUHES ADDED BY THE

SEVEN LARGEST LIBRARIES

Year Number of Volumes

1962 632,442

1963 743,151

1964 805,501

1965 760,080

1966 632,876

18Summers, op cit.. p. 6-7.

19
Ibid.. P. 9.
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In the same period of time, expenditures for personnel in

20
these libraries have risen as indicated in Table 2, below.

TABLE 2

EXPENDITURES FOR SALARIES BY THE

SEVEN LARGEST LIBRARIES

AMIlrolM..=mIIM.IMMWMANNIMwllw ANN,...1MNIIMWM11MIWOMMI
Year Total Expenditures

for Salaries

1962 9,136,909
1963 9,521,448

1964 9,948,555
1965 9,878,096
1966 11,463,844

Summers then notes that per capita circulation of materials

from Ohio's libraries exceeds the national figure by 7.09 to

4.45, but that volumes per capita on the average in Ohio exceeds

that of the nation's libraries by only 2.34 to 1.66. In short,

in relation to frequency of use, Ohio's libraries are less well

stocked than is the national average.
21

As noted earlier, all of these calculations are in one way

or another imprecise. Whether they are to be taken as meaning-

ful is a matter of opinion. They are, however, disturbing

enough to warrant further study. The conclusion that Ohio's

book resources are in "incipient decline" takes on some greater

reality when viewed against the background of rapidly rising

salary levels and book prices.

2
0Loc. cit.

21.
Loc. cit., p. 18.

.



II, Observations,

Ohio has a national reputation for its outstanding city

public libraries and for its high average per capita support of

public libraries generally. Ohio is fortunate in several major

respects: First, the number of library units, while large, is

not so extreme as is found in many other states. The high aver-

age level of, support has been referred to earlier. The state

has certainly seven, possibly eight, rather large, strong city

libraries in which typically there is a concentration of well-

trained professional personnel* Many of these individuals take

active part in the state and national development of thought and

practice in their profession.

Sense of Need for Change: It must be reported that most of the

librarians interviewed in the field visits, which covered sev-

eral areas of the 3tate, di6 not express any urgent sense of

need for change or enlargement of the role of the Ohio State

Library. At the same time, most of the librarians interviewed

expressed some fear that the intangibles tax might be lost and

that public libraries would not gain the same share of the public

purse that they have had if they are placed in competition with

other services by local governments.

There is considerable sentiment among the head librarians

and persons in middle-management positions in the larger librar-

ies and among the library school faculty that major change is

needed and is, in fact, imminent whether it is planned by
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librarians and board members or not. These individuals, for the

most part, wish the planning for change to take place within the

profession rather than by some other segment of government. It

shoCd be added that some, though by no means all, of the persons

interviewed in the southeastern area of Ohio also expressed some

feeling of need for general change.

Problems of Finance: The impression that the matter of financing

Ohio's public libraries has been solved disintegrates very quickly

as one-inspects various local situations. Masked behind the gen-

erally high level of support are several major difficulties, dis-

counting for the moment the problems inherent in all special taxes,

which will be mentioned in another chapter.

The distribution of income for public library service is

quite uneven. The obvious problem here is that the intangibles

tax is collected and distributed on a county basis without pro-

vision for equalization among counties. Thus, the rich counties

find it relatively easy to support public library services at a

high level, often using substantially less than 100% of the in.

tangible es tax for that purpose. An example is Hamilton County

where 44% of the intangibles tax supplies $3.86 Per capita for

library services. At the otter extreme is Lawrence County where

100% of the tax supplies $.57 per capita for public library

services. The intangibles tax, furthermore, has been distri .

bated in this fashion since its inception, so dhanging the me-

thod of distribution to remedy some of these inequities presents

many problems.
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The distribution of income for public library service within

counties is quite uneven in many cases. The income from the *Pe-

dal tax has been distributed on the basis of internal accomoda-

tion rather than on any formula. One senses this problem imme-

diately in a wealthy county such as Cuyahoga, with its large

city library, rapidly growing county library and several healthy

suburban libraries. The problem is equally clear in the lus

well endowed counties, though the symptoms take different forms.

In one extreme case, a school district-of-about-5900-persons-has

a local public library budget of $70,000 while the county district

library about fifteen miles away, theoretically responsible for

service to about 43,000 persons, operates on a budget of about

026,000. In this case, the county district library must deal

with a wide range of demand for services, from an entirely rural

atmosphere on the one hand to a burgeoning suburban atmosphere

on the other. The consequences for internal dissatisfaction

and pressures for the creation of additional units are apparent.

One thinks of the uneven distribution of income as a result

of the inability of counties to pay as being localized in one or

two areas of Ohio. To a considerable degree this is the case; in

particular, the counties of southeastern Ohio have drawn atten.

tion as being part of Appalachia. However, there are many cam-

ties with poorly developed economies adjacent to wealthy counties.

An example is P-,eble County where 85% of the intangibles tax

yields 0.17 for public library service while neighboring
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Montgomery County devotes only 62% of its intangibles tax to

public library service and reaches $3.26 per capita.

Another major problem of finance for Ohio's public li-

braries is that the economies of the cities and suburbs are

changing. In a few instances, the changes have placed strong

libraries in hostile positions vis-10.8 one another. This

type of situation is bound to multiply and the hostilities to

increase in time as the forces of change grow.

During the field visits and inspection of annual reports,

it was observed that, -typically, pubItc-library expenditures-lag,

behind library income. While it is acknowledged that it is no.

cessary to end each fiscal year with some balance in order to

avoid the charge of fiscal irresponsibility, and to avoid having

to borrow money for operating funds, the balances carried by many

of Ohio's public libraries seem quite large. In some cases, it

is understood that funds are being accumulated to build or en.

large a building. In general, the accumulation of current in.

come to pay for future benefits is not a sound policy for pub.

licly financed institutions. The intangibles tax, has probably

tempted boards of trustees to violate this principle.

The fact that any community contributes to the income from

the intangibles tax suggests that any community should be able

to establish its own library and to claim a portion of the in..

come. The fact is, as noted earlier, that the number of library

units is declining, so this tendency toward fractionating of the

ri .
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tax income has been resisted. Whether it can be resisted as

the suburbs gain political and economic strength is an open

question.
22

Concentration e. Smaller Public Libraries: The Ohio State

Library:8 efforts in public library development have centered

on the small public libraries in rural communities and counties.

The reasons for this preoccupation are historical and affect

virtually every state library agency in the country. However,

at this time, there are very good reasons for a major reorien-

tation of the Library's efforts. The most pressing roblems

of library development are in the academic institutions, the

public schools, in the central city.suburb complexes and in the

special subject areas. This is not to say that the small, public

library does not present a productive area for activity; indeed

it does. However, it no longer is (if it ever was) a primary

focus of library development and there are state concerns of

major importance in the other areas mentioned. As the sum of

infcrmation and knowledge increases, the consequences of making

decisions upon inadequate or outdated information become more

severe and immediate. The state responsibilities here lie in

the direction of basic and higher education and in the attrac-

tion and fostering of new types of industries. The reorientation

of the State Library's activities is a large -scale matter re-

quiring fresh looks at organization, personnel :And finance.

2%action 3375.121 of the Revised Code was amended in 1967 to

permit formation of new libraries in certain municipalities Of

25,000 population or more.
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Ohio State Librar .Ohio Library Association Relationships: It

3s clear that librarians and library board members in many cases

do not distinguish between the Ohio State Library and the Ohio

Library Association. Historicallyw there has been some reason

for this confusion, as will be made clear later. And there are

many good reasons for the two organizations to have similar

goals,. There are, however, equally good and Perhaps more im-

mediate reasons for there to be clear lines of distinction

drawn-between-thetwo-organizations.

Perhaps the most important of these is that the State Li.

brarian must establish and maintain his position as a member

of the executive department of government if he is to gain the

confidence of the administration. If it appears that his lay-

alties run more to the Association than to the administration's

program, his effectIveness within the administration will be

decreased.

On the other hand, the Ohio Library Association and the

Ohio Library Trustee Association must be free to establish

their own goals and programs, relying on what they define as

the best professional standards and opinions. They must be

free to take whatever course of action they judge to be based

on the soundest precepts, whether or not any given administra-

tion accepts that course of action as its own. Only in an

atmosphere in which there can be disagreement, not so much upon

fundamental issues as upon methods of approaching those issues*
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is there the possibility of reaching constructive solutions

which strengthen both parties and which result in gains for

the citizenry.

School versus Of Ohio's C59 tax sup-

ported public libraries, most (172, or 67) are operated by

boards of trustees appointed by school boards. This filures

together with the responses to the questionnaires mentioned

earlier, suggests both the interest of school boards with more

than one aspect of education, and the possibility that at least

some of these 1?2 libraries may be in fact directing a consider-

able amount of their resources toward services more geared to

the needs of the public schools than to the needs of the general

public. It should be noted that most of these libraries are

relatively small, and the percentage of total funds expended by

them also relatively small. However, the Cleveland Public Li-

brary, the state's largest, operates under a school district

appointed board.

During the field visits it became quite clear that some

libraries labeled "public" are in fact "school". In the in-

stance of the small village library which operated on a budget

of $70,000, for example, a very large portion of its efforts fp-

toward giving books to schools. There appears that the contract

does not provide for the payment of money for school services

rendered. Again, the responses to the questionnaire discussed

earlier point to a real lack of sense of purpose. Much service
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is given directly to students and teachers; aid is supplied in

the form of classroom collections and/or uAterials for teachers;

yet fewer than half of the library boards have clear policies

on these matters. The requirement that school services be paid

for by contract seems to be observed rather seldom.

The next question is what is the difference between school

and public library service, and why should they not be -offered

from a single organization. The most current thinking in the

profession of librarianship is that there are definable*--reason.

able differences between the two types of service and that typ.

ically when they are combined both are weak. The public library

hat as its objective the provision of educational, informational,

and recreational materials and services for all segments of the

public* including all age and interest groups. The school library

is oriented toward the school curriculum and aims to supplement

that curriculum. In short, it is directed toward a particular

ago category and toward particular interests. Farther, certain

materials supplied for an adult audience are extraneous to the

school curriculum to the point that they should be excluded on

the basis of content or treatment. The public library is, on

the other hand, a soirce of ideas without censorship on the basis

of ideas or treatment. There are, in short, certain basic dif-

ferences of aim and the facts of administration are that an

Organization *which attempts to accomplish several aims will fall

short of any one of them.



Personnel: Examination of the facts concerning personnel

employed in Ohio's public libraries suggests at least three prob.

lem areas. First, the smaller libraries (and, to a degree, li-

braries with up to 100,000 volumes) are in very many cases being

directed by people who are near retirement age. If planned for,

the retirement of some of these individuals affords an oppor.

tunity for amalgamation of units. Replacement for these persons,

however, will be very hard to find. Second, in sum, Ohio's pub.

lie libraries appear to be declining in their ability to attract

personnel in the ratio to audience which they have in the past,

Third, all but the largest public libraries (and even those, in

some cases) are declining in their ability to attract profession-

ally trained personnel. Other serious problems relating to the

general supply of trained librarians are pointed out in the

chapter on that subject in this report.

Perhaps more specifically than any other matter which

might be discussed, a decline in numbers and qualifications of

personnel is most disturbing for the future. Note ly does such

a decline point directly to a decline in quality of, or diminu.

Lion in, service, or ban but also it suggests that virtually

every possible leadership activity must be instituted or

strengthened. Arresting such a decline is always much more

difficult than increasing the personnel supply for organizations

which are already drawing reasonably well.

Leadership: It is perhaps unreasonable to expect special leader-

ship qualities tto come from so amorphous a group as the public
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libraries of a state. However, the public libraries of Ohio

have on the average enjoyed a considerable lead over the li .

braries of many other states in income. For that one might

have expected more than ordinary development tf ideas as well

Ifub

accepted services surveyor

foundfound evidence that few extraordinary ideas have been developed

and tried out in Ohio. Despite the relatively large number of

as development

has been expended on research and development. This is not to

say that the taxpayers of Ohio have not received their money's

worth; in fact they enjoy actual and potential library service

of superior quality. However, to cite only one example, the

serious problems of the changing city have not been regarded as

opportunities for the development of services (and materials)

designed to benefit the disadv,tntaged persons who increasingly

make up the population of the cities.

Wile there seems to be a sense of satisfaction amounting

almost to complacency in some quarters, there is also a group of

forceful people in Ohio's public libraries who are on the move.

The willingness to discuss problems openly and in detail with

the present surveyors is indication of that motion. The selection

of a relatively young State Librarian and the evidence of support

for his ideas are other examples.

These signs should point to a renewal of personal and pro.

fessional committment to the development of public library

service in Ohio which the nation may take as an example to be
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emulated. If that renewed commitment and fresh effort do not

materialize, the 1960's may mark the beginning of a definite

downturn in public library service in Ohio, just as the winfor.

oration industry" is on the upswing. Ohio cannot afford to

allow itself to get into the latter position.

OVON4160.../.11..111110111144 01.011114041111WIIIMPIMI4



Chapter III

The Ohio State Library

I. State L.2111221giiristgIhe ate Libea

Legal authority supporting the Ohio State Library's pre-

sent range of operations is derived from three sourcza: (1)

statutory law, (2) the biennial appropriations actst and (3)

opinions of the Ohio Attorney General,

Statutory Law: The Ohio Revised Code deals both directly and

indirectly with the State Library. Laws hoofing a direct rola-

tionship to the Library establish the State Library Board, cre-

ate the Office of State Librarian, provide for the control and

management of the State Library, and confer upon the State Li-

brary Board certain powers affecting the establishment of

library extension service and standards of county library

operation,

In 1955, the Ohio General Assembly enacted true present

section of the Revised Code/ which sets up the State Library

Board as an agency separate and distinct from the State Depart-

ment of Education,2 Earlier law3 had made the Library a divi-

sion of the Department of Education untier the control of a

five member board of which four were gubernaorial appointees

awaiiriommagrarlmismir.

/Ohio Revised Code, Sec. 3375001*

2Cr, Attorney General's Opinions, No, 6359, 1956.

31921 enactment. Cf, Stanley J. Bowers, Public

Library

e in Ohio, Ohio Library Trustees Association and Ohio

Library Association, Columbus, Ohio, 1965, P. 4%

-32-
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for eight-year terms overlapping at two-year intervals; the fifth

member, the chairman, was statutory and designated as the incum-

bent State Director of Education, a popularly elected official.

respite the administrative separation achieved in the current

law, the State Board of Education, a popularly elected body pre-

slang over the State Education Department, is charged with the

responsibility of making appointments to the five-member State

Library Board. Members are appointed for overlapping terms of

five years with no restriction on the number of terms served,

There is no direction gives in the laWis-to - qualifications~

or requirements of board members, the sole limiting prescription

being that members of the Board of Education shall not appoint

themselves or any person who, within twelve months prior to his

appointment, was a member of the Board of Education.

In practice the chief administrative officer of the edu-

cation department has been a regular Library Board appoin:ee.

At the present time, he is the only member of the board who has

not served continuously since the 1955 awendment tc the law

referred to above.

Library board members receive no
cw.ansation, but are paid

actual and necessary expenses incurred in the course of perfor-

mance of their duties.

4Years of service of present
members range from 18 to 25 years,

with the exception of the State Superintendent of Instruction who

has been a member since 1966 when he was appointed to replace

the retiring
superintendent as a board member.
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Authority to appoint and remove the State Librarian is vested

in the State Library Board.5 The State Librarian is directed to

act as secretary to the board and as executive officer of the

library with power to appoint and remove library employees.

The law directs the State Librarian to provide advice :ld

information on public lf.brary organization, maintenance, and

administration to librarians, library trustees, and persons

interested in establishing a public library.6 In addition, the

librarian is required to assemble statistics and information on

the operation of public libraries throughout the state and to

include them in the State Library annual report to the State

Library Board.

A further section of the code relating to this latter re-

sponsibility of the State Librarian requires the trustees of

every public library in the state to transmit to the State Li-

brarian on forms approved by the State Library Board an annual

report on the activities of the library including a complete

financial statement.7

Control and management of the State Library is the express

responsibility of the State Library Board which is empowered to

make and publish rules and regulations for the operation of the

Library and for the use and location of books and other property

belonging to the Library.
8

The Board may establish and organize

50hio Revised Code, Sec. 3375.02.

6lbid.

70hio Revised Code, Sec. 3375.35.

8
Ohio Revised Code, Sec. 3375.04.



divisions and departments within the Library as it deems

necessary,

The law described above deals only with the State Library

Boards authority over the internal affairs of the State Library.

Two additional statutes extend the powers of the board both di-

rectly and indirectly to the regulation of county libraries and

extension services provided by any public library.

State Library Board regulations governing the disposition

of state aid to libraries specify that county libraries must be

under the management of certified librarians in order to qualify

for grants-in-aid. In addition, state law prohibits the employ-

ment of any person as a county librarian who is not certified

for the position by the State Board of Library EXaminers.9 This

five member board consists of the librarians of the two public

libraries with largest circulation in the state, the State Li-

brarian, and two persons representing rural library work appointed

by the State Library Board to serve for four years. It is only

through its relationship to this board that the State Library

Board may legally attempt to influence standards of library ser-

vice provided by county district libraries.

A more direct route to the regulation of standards is pro-

vided in that part of the lawl° giving authority to the State

Library Board to approve or disapprove of extension service

(branches, stations, travelling library service) offered by any

90hio Revised Code, Sec. 3375.47.

10Ohio Revised :ode,, Sec. 3375.05.
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public library to residents of any school district outside the

boundaries of its own political subdivision or school district.

This law appears to have been a forerunner of the 1947 attempt

to encourage development of larger unita of service based- on

the county.

Finally, three other sections of the code give the State

Library a role in the preservation of the enacted and printed

laws of the Ohio General Assembly,
11

of other printed legisla.

tive papers and documents,
12

and of state government publications

intended for general public use.
13

In addition to the requirement that it retain copies of

the latter documents, the State Library is directed to distribute

copies to the Library of Congress, the Ohio Historical Society,

public and college libraries designated by the State Library

Board as depositories of state documents, and to each state in

exchange for similar publications of those states.

Appropriations Acts: A considerable proportion of State Library

activity not exprersly provided for in statutory law is implicitly

authorized in the biennial appropriations acts enacted at each

regular session of the Ohio General Assembly. This means that

11 Ohio Revised Code, Sec. 101.52.

12
Ohio Revised Code, Sec. 101.67.

130hio Revised Code, Sec. 149.11,
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a large part of the Library's program is being carried or) with-

out benefit of the foundation of regular statutes, but is resting

on law which automatically expires with the two year life-of the

appropriations acts.

The largest single item of state origin which falls into

this category is the current program of state grants -in-aid to

public libraries. The 1965 appropriation acts, covering the

period July 1, 1965 to June 30, 1967, provides for this purpose

a sum of $277, 300 for each of the two fiscal years involved.

The acts do not set forth any legislative policy with regard to

the disposition of these funds save to require that they be dis-

tributed "in accordar -with rules and regulations established

by the State Library Board, subject to the approval of the

controlling board. "14-

Beyond the provision of appropriations covering operating

expenses of the library,
15 the acts establish rotary

16
funds as

fAlaws.

14
The Appropriations Acts, 106th General Assembly of Ohio, Ted

W. Brown, Secretary of State, 1965, p. 52.

15Ibid.

6Rotary accounts may be distinguished from regular budgetary ap

propriatiens derived from state general revenues. The sources of

funds in rotary accounts frequently include the federal government

and occasionally small incomes generated by agencies as a result of

their service operations. In the case of the State Library, income

from book fines and from charges ma& for duplication and other

services flow into a rotary account established for the library.

Such accounts assure to state agencies income which would otherwise

be classified as general revenue and accordingly would not be avail.

able =for their use short of a regular appropriation. Rotary accounts

are established by the legislature in the biennial-appropriations acts,

or by the Controlling Board, an executive legislative committee which

has authority to exercise various fiscal and budgetary powers.



351.601 Rural Services. -Federal
351.602 Fines and Service Charges
3.51.603 Construction Grants.. Federal

Two of these provisions.--Rural Services and Construction

Grants...imply legislative designation of the State Library as

the Ohio State government agency to receive funds allocated to

the state, under the federal Library Service and Construction

Act, Titles I, II and III. There is, in addition, tacit appro.

val of the current State Library program of public library ser-

vice (city circulation and state circulation) contained in the

provision of a rotary for income from fines and service dharges.
17

4....timuma..1611.A5222402dakiiv
From to time, opinions of the

Ohio Attorney General have been sought to clarify the law per.

taming to the State Library. Although formal opinions affecting

the conduct ano operation of the Library are dated as far back as

1927, the most recent significant ruling of

1956.18 At that time, the Attorney General

that the State Library Board, as created by

of the Revised Code,
19 was no longer a part

ment of Education.

In addition to formal opinions, expressions from the Attorney

General in the form of letters have been obtained. In 1961., the

Attorney General in a letter State Librarian 'Walter Brahm

this kind was made in

rendered the opinion

amended Sec. 3375.01

of the State Depart-

17

TiAc.-""---222"----''--IUL":126i-------1--theAle""i°rhGell(mi"semblarOhio,

Ted W.

Brown, Secretary of State, 19 5. p. 68.

18Attorney General's Opinions, No. 6359.

9Amended in 1935.

2° ..ited 9/11/61
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said the Library has the power to set up a professional training

program to increase the competence of library employees in rural

areas with-funds received under federal auspices and administered

by the U. S. Office of Education. A second such letter21

addressed to Miss Rath Hess, Acting State Librarian, argued that

the State Library Board hasauthorttY to_receive and administeA

federal funds under the Library Service and Construction Act

program.

II. Structure and Functions of the State Librar

State Library activities are carried forth at seven locations

throughout the State of Ohio. There are eight operating depart.

ments, and over 160 employees. The eight departments include the

Accounting Department, the Library Consultant's Office} the Admin-

istrative Office for LSCA Projects, the City Circulation Department,

the State Circulation Department, the Reference Department, the

Documents Department, ana the Travelling Library. The seven

State Library locations include, in addition to the main State

Library located on the 11th, 13th and 14th floors of the Ohio

Departments building in Columbus, the Catalog Center at 1434 West

Fifth Avenue in Columbus; the Napoleon Regional Library Service

Center in Caldwell; the Adams.Brown Bookmobile Center located in

Winchester; the Lawrence County Bookmobile Center located in

Ironton; and the Meigs County Bookmobile Center located in Pomeroy.

21 Dated 3/23/64..
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......1121.TheStibriaria4ce: The State Librarian is charged

with the overall direction of State Library activities, and this

bears responsibility to fulfill the purposes of the-Atata Library

These purposes are: (1) to supply professional leadership for

the improvement of public library service to all residents of the

State of_Othio; (2) to provide library service to other state

agencies, and to members of the legislature; and (3) to prepare

annual statistical reports on service, income and expenditures

of public libraries in the state. The heads of the eight oper-

ating departments described below each report directly to the

State Librarian.

The Accounting t1111.410-.212.24k2StELS:lad42:: The head of

the accounting department, with the official title of State Li-

brary fiscal officer, supervises the State Library's business

office activities, performed in the main State Library head-

quarters, and the catalog center located about five miles away

on West Fifth Avenue.

Accounting: The accounting department, which employs nine per-

sons in addition to the accounting department head, handles the

income and expense accounting of the State Library, and orders

books for the State Library and for its purchasing and processing

clients. Funds received from federal, state and local solrces

are disbursed for the State Library's own activities, and for

public libraries throughout the state. A fuller description of

State Library financial activities is given in a later section of

this chapter.
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of three parts:

61.

The State Library catalog center is composed

union catalog, the catalog department, and the

physical processing unit.

Union Cat4.12E: The union catalog, in operation since the late

19301s, is a card catalog of author entri's only of the adult

non-fiction holdings of 28 public libraries, two special libraries,

and one college library, all in Ohio. A list of union catalog

card contributors is presented below:

Public Libraries

Akron
Ashtabula
Bexley
Cadiz
Canton
Cincinnati
Cleveland.

Columbus
Cuyahoga County
Dayton
East Cleveland
Elyria
Grandview
Hamilton

A22212111121:21111

Columbus Gallery of
Finn Arts

Cincinnati Historical
Society

Lakewood
Lima
Lorain
Mansfield
Massillon
Maumee
Middleton
New Philadelphia
The State Liblary
Toledo
Warren
Wooster
Xenia
Youngstown

29111Stlikatk21
Josephinum

The total number of author cards contained in the union catalog

as of February 1967 was approximately three million. Each author

card carries a listing of holding libraries; as many as four or

five holding libraries may be reported to a requesting client.

A staff of three persons is assigned full-time to the work of
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the union catalog, and one member af the cataloging department,

a professional librarian, devotes cart-time to supervision of

union catalog activities. The union catalog provides a holdings

information service available to any library. Virtually all of

the card contributors to the union catalog are public libraries

and, accordingly, almost all users of the service are also public

libraries.

With the recent addition of the Cuyahoga County Public Li-

brary, all of the largest public libraries in the state are rep-

resented. Requests for lookup are transmitted to the catalog in

several ways. Many are referred for lookup by the state circus.

lation department when they have been found impossible to fill

from the State Library collections. If the title is found, the

catalog staff returns the holdings information to the state cir.

culation department, which in turn advises the requesting library

where the material may be obtained. Other requests are made di-

rectly to the catalog by long distance telephone call. The city

circulation and reference departments at the state Library also

request holding, information from the union catalog when necessary,

but the volume of such requests is small compared to the volume

of requests received from state circulation and by long distance

telephone from requesting libraries. The few mail requests sent

directly to the union catalog (instead of to state circulation)

from requesting libraries outside Columbus eve treated in the

same manner as long distance telephone requests. An effo his

1
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made to distribute the interloan load evenly among large public

libraries in Ohio. The Cleveland Public Library and the Cincin-

nati and Hamilton County Public :Library are usually indicated

as holding libraries only if no other libraries hold the work.

Of 8,575 requests transmitted to the union catalog in 1966,

6,191 or 72.4 were located.

suiluirav The cataloging department comprises a staff of faar

full -time professional catalogers whose responsibilities are

divided by type of library served. One cataloger is responsible

for school libraries, a second for college libraries, a third

for public libraries, and the fourth for the State Library's own

cataloging.

Lhaical Pro......4....jomsinofIlaalllatgrals: The physical proces-

sing unit is responsible for the preparation of the State Library's

own acquisitions, and for books ordered by other Ohio libraries.

The unit employs over 30 persons and in 1966 processed, more than

135,000 volumes. In terms of numbers of persons employed, the

physical processing unit is the largest single activity of the

State Library.

A variety of services is offered to any library in tho

state including purchasing, purchasing with standardized proces-

sing, and purchasing with customized cataloging and processing.

In the past, the State Library has also offered, a catalog card

reproduction service but in recent months the pressure of work

in the processing center has necessitated discontinuing the service.
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Apart from the State Library's own books, the bulk of the

processing center volume has been accounted for by school

braries and by,the branch campuses of Ohio University. In 1966,

the physical processing unit served 13 public libraries, 33

schopl libraries, and six college libraries. The charge for

purchasing and the standard cataloging and proce ?sing "package"

is $0.73 which is the same as the maximum processing charge per

volume allowed under the Title II provision of ESEA. For ens-

tomized ataloging and processing, there is a predetermined list

of charges rangiag from $0.92 to $1.29 per volume.

.........IThe-L.ibrazSa421IanIILAEL22: This office -=provides helrLon_

sr.ch basic problems as library administration, financing and book

selection.-primartly to small public-litrariesvaselets-in-the

recruitment of library personnel for Ohio libraries; provides

in-service training opportunities for non-professional workers

in Ohio libraries and administers a federally funded scholarship

program for about 1.5 prospectiVe lib44rians each year.

This ilnit is made up of chief consultant, two consultants

who !..,erve zpecifically defined areas of the state, and one-child,

ren's consultant who provides service to libraries over the entire

state. The two areas of the state served by consultants are

roughly, the northeastern section comprising 64 libraries in 12

counties and the west central section comprising 23 libraries in

1

seven countless (Regional library service centers of the State

Library are located in the northwestern and southeastern portions

of the state; these are discussed in tics following section on

extension and LSCA activities.
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In-service training programs for non-professional library

personnel are organized and administered by the consultant staff

in cooperation with the Ohio Library Association. Workshops

given in the in-service training program are of two types. Once

each summer, a general workshop one week in duration is offered

on a variety of subjects, for newly appointed 'and relatively

inexperienced library personnel. Library staff members may at

toad a maximum of two general sessions. After this, attendance

at in-service training workshops is limited to specialized ses-

sions which are three days in length, offered several times

each summer. Both general-and specialized sessions are usually

held on college campuses or at public libraries in various parts

of the state. Expenses are shared by the State Library and the

Ohio Library Association and instruction at the sessions is given

by various members of the State Library staff, including members

of the consulting staff and personnel from regional library ser-

vice centers, and by staff members of public libraries from

throughout the state.

Librarian placement service is made available to any Ohio

library through the efforts of the library consultant's staff of

the State Library in Columbus. About nine trips per year are made

by the chief consultant of the Ohio State Library to various li-

brary schools for recruiting purposes. The cost of transportation

for the consultant is underwritten by the Ohio LibraryAssociation

and her time for this purpose is contributed by the State Library.

Staff members have been placed in both public and university
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libraries as a result of these activities.

Administrative Office for L3CA Activities: With the passage of

the Library Services Act and later the Library Services and Con-

struction Act, the State Library Board was given the additional

responsibility of formulating a state plan for the use of federal

aid funds for public library service. The Administrative Office

for LSCA Activities is responsible for carrying out this program.

In very recent years, beginning with fiscal 1965, federal

aid funds have had a major impact upon public library service in

Ohio, and upon the activities of the State Library in particular.

Since the administration and the Board of the State Library are

empowered to determine the use to which federal funds will be put

for library service in Ohio, subject to the approval of the Con-

trolling Board, the State Library occupies a pivotal position

with respect to these programs.

This office performs consultant activities for public li-

braries throughout the state. Actually, it administers the funds

which pay for the entire staff of the consultant unit with the

exception of the chief consultant. The office is responsible for

processing applications for LSCA Title I and Title II grants, ad-

ministers LSCA programs under these titles and oversees the open-

ation of six State- Library field units supported by federal and

local funds. The head of the office supervises all federal pro-

grams and State Library field units. She is thq only professional

librarian in this unit.
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As is discussed in the section on financing, the greater,

preponderance of LSCA, Title I money is used to support direct

State Library activities in Columbus and throughout the state.

Although in fiscal 1966, 27 Title I projects were undertaken by

the State Library, only six of these were grants made to libraries

or groups of libraries to be directly administered by them. These

were, first2 to seven Stark County public libraries for developing

a uniform charging system, including the cost of rental of charg-

ing machines and supplies; second, to Cleveland Public Library

for a program for the functionally illiterate; third, to eight

southwest Ohio public libraries and one college library to cover

the cost of photocopying machirma and supplies; fourth, to the

Akron Public Library to establish and operate for one year a

branch library at Nagadore serving Summit and Portage Counties;

fifth, to Lake County for an extension (bookmobile) program; and

sixth, to various libraries for purchase of ALA booklets.

There are two State Library regional centers: one at

Napoleon and the other at Caldwell. Both the Napoleon and Cald-

well centers include, in addition to their library service center

operations, multicounty bookmobile service operations. The Na-

poleon center maintains a staff of four library consultants, but

there are no consultants presently on the staff at the Caldwell

center apart from the center director.

The purposes of the two centers are to supplement materials

not available to area libraries served; to display new books for
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review and selection purposes; to operate in an advisory capa-

city to local librarians as requested; to provide supervisory

service to small libraries without trained librarians.

The Napoleon regional library center serves 33 public

libraries in a ten-county area of northwestern Ohio. The ten

countif.5 of the service area are Williams, Defiance, Paulding,

Van Wiry , Fulton, Henry, Putnam, Lucas, Wood, and Hancock. In

addition, bookmobile service is provided to six counties: De-

fiance, Paulding, FUltoa, Henry, Wood, and Putnam. In all, there

are 129 bookmobile stops, of which 91 are community stops and 38

are school stops. About 65A of the circulation, however, is

accounted for by school patrons. There are seven professional

personnel at the center, including the center director, the c;)n-

sulting staff, and the bookmobile staff. There are 21 non-profes-

sional employees.

The Caldwell center serves 12 libraries in an eight-county

area. The eight counties are Belmont, Guernsey, Monroe, Morgan,

Muskingum, Noble, Ferry, and Washington. ookmobile service is

provided in four counties*, including Muskingum, Noble, Monroe,

and Washington. There are 88 community stops and 16 school stops;

about 60% of the circulation is to school patrons. The center

director is the only professional librarian assigned to the cen.r

ter, and thereare 18 non-professional personnel

Films are loaned to public libraries from the two regional

library service centers. For this purpose, the state is divided
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by a line which runs from north to south approximately down the

middle of the state. All counties on the eastern side of the

line are served by the Caldwell center, while all counties on

the western side of the line are served by the Napoleon center.

The film collection at Napoleon currently consists of 458 films,

and that at Caldwell of 193 films.

The four State Library.operated bookmobile centers are the

central Ohio bookmobile center located in Columbus serving seven

counties; the Adams.Brown bookmobile center loOated in Winchester

serving two counties; and the Neigs County and Lawrence County

centers located in Pomeroy and Ironton, each serving one county.

A31 of these bookmobile services are financed by a combination

of federal (LSCA) funds and local funds. The services are pro-

vided by the State Library on a contract basis with local librar.

ies; local funds for support of the operation are provided through

payment:, of $12.00 per hour for the services of each bookmobile

and its supporting personnel. The funds to meet these fees are

made available to local libraries by the county budget commissions

in the respective counties, and are paid from the intangibles tax.

iiL.......oiTheCitCirctIDertmmt: The city circulation department

serves individuals who either telephone or come in person to the

State Liboary. It is estimated that over 50% of those served by

city circulation are employees of either state or city (Columbus)

government but any resident of the State of Ohio can register as

a State Library user. In calendar year 1965 the circulation of
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materials through city circulation was broken down as follows:

General 237

Philosophy 1,464
Religion 884
Sociology 5,965

Philology 2C6

Science 1,378
Useful Arts 4,426
Fine Arts 2,867

Literature 1,655

Total 1965 Circulation:

Travel 1 240

Biography 1,834
History 1,437

Fiction 6.080
Periodicals 2,734
Pamphlets -92

Documents 888

Play File 30

The department head has stated that "Many people working in

offices convenient to the library use us as a regular public li-

brary" and has estimated, based on the fact that 17 percent of

circulation in a recent six-month period was fiction and another

7 percent was periodicals, that about one-quarter of the circu-

lation is predominantly recreational. While it is difficult to

judge accurately what proportion of total circulation was predom-

inantly recreational in character, the volume of circulation in

categories such as useful and fine arts, literature, travel,

biography, as well as in fiction and popular periodicals suggests

that this estimate may be conservative.

The Library is used by college and university students

although there are no statistics to determine the extent of use.

Total circulation in 1963 of 33,727 was down from 45,649 in 1960.

Circulation increased from 1964 to 1965, but every other year in

the 1961-1965 period showed a drop from the preceding year. The

department employs five persons including one professional

librarian, the department head.

-011M16..111AMM.11111~101.1"..0...........**-...--
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The State Circulation Department; The state circulation depart -.

ment provides interlibrary loan service to all Ohio libraries and

to some libraries outside the state. Reference questions are

traced and answered either by book-loan service or by correspon-

dence. Individuals as well as libraries are served by mail,

although the bulk of requests are received from libraries. The

department is staffed by one professional librarian, the depart-

ment head, and four full-time non-professional staff members.

Two shipping department clerks assist in mailing. There has

been a steady increase in circulation over the past ten years.

State circulation through the department for the calendar year

1965 was as follows:

General 394 Literature 2,060

Philosophy 1,374 Travel 961

Religion 877 Biography 1,988

Social Science 4,866 History 1,837

Language 267 Fiction 1,793

Science 2,378 Documents 433

Useful Arts 59372 Pamphlets and

Fine Arts 3,090 Periodicals 417

Renewals 3,524

Total 1965 Circulation: IL=

Interlibrary loans are made from the State Library's collec-

tions in Columbus (or from either of its two regional service

centers - -- Napoleon and Caldwell). The borrowing library is billed

for postage both ways when books are mailed out and returned on

interlibrary loan. Through its statewide union catalog, as pre-

viously described, the State Library is able to facilitate the

filling of some interloan requests which it receives but cannot
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from its own collections. Under the terms of a program begun in

1953, the State Library makes a token payment to libraries which

loan more books than they borrow on interloan. A payment of $0,50

for the first book and $0.35 for each additional book in the same

package is made.

Photocopies of journal articles are available to all State

Library users. Through a cooperative arrangement with Ohio State

University, materials which the State Library does not hold in its

own collections can be copied. The cooperative project is financed

with federal funds; under the terms of the agreement, the State

Libra ..y pays $0.10 per page to Ohio State University for materials

copied, and makes a charge of $0,05 per page to the user.

The Reference Department: The reference department offers refer..

once service for state and city government agencies and any indi-

viduals using the library. The dvartment employs five full-time

persons, of whom one is a professional librarian. Total hook

stock in the Reference Room as of September 1, 1966 was approxi-

mately 11,820. The general reference collection is estimated

by the library to include approximately 80% of the reference list

prepared by the Enoch Pratt Free Library of Baltimore in 1966.

The collection does not circulate.

Statistics for the calendar year 1965 show a total of 13,910

reference questions responded to during the year. Thirty-nine

volumes were borrowed on interloan from other librarie6 to answer

the needs of reference department users. Statistics for past

years show a slow but steady increase in the use of the department.
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The Documents Deartment: The documents department of the State

Library is a depository for state and federal publications, which

can be used by the departments of state government and the general

public. In addition, the documents department distributes the

publications of Ohio's state agencies. State law specifies that

100 copies of each gablication intended for public distribution

be made available to the State Library for distribution to li-

braries which are designated as depositories for State of Ohio

documents. Some 85 libraries, in addition to the Ohio State

Library itself, are depositories for publications of Ohio state

agencies. Another important function served is the storing of

documents for the Legislative Service Commission received under

a nationw4Aa document exohAnge prmgram. OnmmiAgion staff fre-

quently refer to these reports.

The documents department collections include, in addition to

federal and Ohio documents =documents of other states, serials and

library literature, and periodicals. The librariclis estimate of

inventory as of July 31, 1966 was as follows:

Federal Documents 3300037

Ohio Documents 551,311

Other State Documents 34,517

Serials and Library Literature 7,128

Periodicals 26th,

Total 453,963

Note: Figures for documents refer to numbers
of pieces, those for serials and
periodicals to bound volumes.

Total circulation of documents has remained stable at about

1 300 per year in the five-year period from 1961 -1965, but the
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number of documents received has increased sharply during the

period. The number of state publications distributed has shown

a decline, however.

illei.Librar2: The travelling library presently main.

tains a collection of about 180,000 volumes, made up of about 80i)

juvenile fiction and non-fiction, and 20 adult fiction, travel,

biography and mysteries, science fiction and westerns. From

this collection, bulk loans are made to county extension libraries

and to the library service and bookmobile centers of the State

Library. County extension libraries are libraries which agree

to serve any areas within the county not otherwise served by

another library. There are 80 such libraries in the 8.8 Ohio

counties. These libraries may have a bulk loan 0.t. a waximum of

3,000 books on hand at any one time, and the length of loan for

each book is one year with optional renewal for a second year.

For State Library service and bookmobile centers, there is no

limit on number of volumes or length of loan. In calendar year

1965 some 15e,119 volumes were loaned to county extension libraries.

As of Septerbber 21, 1966, the number of volumes on loan to service

and bookmobile centers was 60,094. In order to qualify for bulk

loans, county extension libraries must be headed by a professional

librarian or a professional librarian must be at the head of the

borrowing library's extension services. An extension library

whose services are not headed by a professional librarian may

meet the requirement, however, by contracting to be supervised

by a professional staff member of the State Library or a local

r
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public library.

The Book Collections of the State Libra : with respect to the

State Library's own holdings, the total collection in the main

stacks is about 450,000 volumes. This includes about 12,000

volumes in the non-circulating collection and about 180,000 in

the travelling library of which about 80$ are juvenile materials.

The State Library estimates the total collection to be about

900,000 volumes when bound periodicals and documents are in-

cluded. However, since these do not circulate, there are only

about 260,000 volumes which could be used for reference back-

stop service.

State and Federal Aid to Public Libraries Administered b the

State Library: Since the first state funds were prcvided for

Ohio public libraries in the mid-19301s, the State Library Board

has been charged iith distributing them. State aid is currently

paid to public libraries, which appear in one or more of the

following categories: First, county extension libraries, which

are the only libraries eligible for basic state aid grants; sec-

ond, other public libraries which meet a three-point test, de.

scribed below; third, libraries which provide special services to

blind readers; and fourth, libraries which lend books in excess

of those they borrow on interlibrary loan.

The formula for the distribution of basic state aid grants to

county extension libraries takes account both of a county's ability

to support public library service, and of its willingness to do so.
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The amount for each basic grant is ealculated in two steps. In

the first step, the maximum amount to which the county is en .

titled is determined. This maximum available amount for each_

county is determined by the amount of local situs
22

intangibles

tax collected per capita in the county in the preceding year,

as follows:

LoIal Situs
Intangibles Tax Collection Eaximum

....Ett,..clek,a Basic Allowance

ImIrioftior

$0.00.$1,19
1.20 -1.49
1.50- 2.24
2. 25 . 2.94

2.95. 3.64
3.65 and over

11,41MA111M01110111.0.1.41re

$6,000
5000
4,000
1,-600

1,200
800

'11111011MIMe

Once the maximum basic allowance is determined, the percentage of

the intangibles tax collection available for library-use-in-the

county in the preceding year which was actually put to that use is

taken into consideration. The county extension library is awarded

that percentage of the maximum grant. Thus, to get the top grant

of $6,000, a county extension library would have to be located in

a county which collected, in the previous year, less than $1.19

per capita on the income from local situs intangibles, bat which

used 100 of the money for library support. If only 5O of the

22
For tax purposes, intangible property is divided into two cate.

gories---state situs and local situs. The tax on the earnings

from state situs intangibles is collected by the state, and the

revenue, while it is returned to-the county of origin, is not

available for library support. The tax on local situs intangibles

is collected by the county; this revenue is available for public,

library support, at the discretion of the county budget commission.
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available revenue was used to support libraries, only 5( of the

maximum basic grant- --in this case $3,000...will be awarded.

Public libraries which are not county extension libraries

are eligible for very small state aid grants..-$42.00 each...

provided they meet three requirements. The requirements are

that the library must: have received tax support for three years

past; agree to work for increased local support and for improved

standards of library service; and agree to purchase titles re-

commended in standard book Nelection aids.

Since 1960, a portion of total state aid support has been

earmarked for support of library service to the blind. Two li-

braries, Cleveland and Cincinnati, provide this service. The

original state aid appropriation for this service, made in 1960,

was $39,000 calculated on the basis of $13.00 per reader for

3,000 readers. The number of readers served increased in 1965

and 1966, and LSCA Title I grants were made to bring the support

back to a level of $13.00 per reader.

The fourth and final use made of state aid funds in recent

years has been the program to reimburse public libraries which

lend in excess of what they borrow on interlibrary loan, a program

referred to earlier in this chapter. The amounts of money involved

in this program have not been large tc date, amounting to just over

$700 annually in recent years.

In addition to state aid funds, the State Library Board is

charged with the administration of LSCA Title I (service) and
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Title II (construction) grants made to Ohio public libraries. In

fiscal year 1966 a total of $453,392.74 in Title I grants was

distributed by the State Library, $393,253.74 to individual li-

braries and groups of libraries for service programs, and $60,139.00

to recipients of scholarships for graduate study in library science.

Title II (construction) grants amounted to $1,456,469.00 in the

same period, distributed to nine Ohio public libraries.

State The activities of

the State Library are supported by federal, state, and local funds.

Federal funds are derived from the Library Services and Construction

Act, Title I; state funds from general revenue appropriations; and

local funds from payments made for services provided by the State

_Library on contract with local libraries and school districts.

For accounting purposes, the State Library is subdivided into

eleven activates. These are State Library headquarters, catalog

and processing center, union catalog, the Napoleon regional center,

the Napoleon bookmobile, the Southeastern Ohio regional center, the

Southeastern Ohio bookmobile, the Adams-Brown bookmobile, Central

Ohio bookmobile, the Lawrence County bookmobile, and the Meigs

County bookmobile. Only the first three activities---State Li.

brary headquarters, catalog and processing center, and union cata-

log---receive state support; the remaining eight activities are

financed with federal and local funds only.

r a h i b i t I, on page 80, presents a summary of expenditures

for State Library activities by source of funds (federal, state,

local) for fiscal year 1966. The total expenditure of $1,017,953.5
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was made directly for State Library activities; it does not

include state or federal aid funds (discussed earlier in this

chapter) which were administered by the State Library but paid

to other libraries or to scholarship recipienta,--

Of the $1,017.953.52 total, $658.545.55 or 64.5 percent was

derived from federal funds. $175,816.00 or 17.3 percent was

derived from state funds. and $185.591.97 or 18.2 percent from

local funds. The outstanding fact which appears in this analysis

is the heavy---64.5 percent of the total---federal subsidy of the

entire State Library operation in fiscal 1966. Individual acti-

vities varied widely in the degree of federal subsidy they re-

ceived; from a high of 95.0 percent to a low of 28.0 percents hit

even State -Library-headquarters-activities-were financed nearly

fifty percent with federal funds. The bookmobile centers varied

greatly in the degree of local support received; one bookmobile

center derived over half of its support from local contract pay-

ments for services, while another, a newer center which was still

being operated as a demonstration project, drew only 5,4 percent

Of its support from local sources.
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Chapter IV

Personnel

This chapter consists of two main parts: First, an

analysis of information gathered through a qaestionnaire

distributed to professional librarians; and, second, an analysis

of certain statistics relating to the supply of librarians in

relation to potential client groups. Both are summaries of the

report by Dr. Philip H. Ennis listed in "Acknowledgements".

In both of these parts, certain limitations must be observed.

First, there is no list of persons classed as professional librar-

ians in Ohio. FUrthermore, as is generally the case, the term

professional librarian is variously interpreted. Sufficient

numbers-of the questionnaires were sent to each library listed in

the Ohio Directory of Libraries, 1966, to provide for distribution

to the number of staff listed there as professional. The question.

mires were accompanied by a letter of instructions.

Second, the data used for the analysis of trends were those

which already existed. Therefore, certain inconsistencies and

gaps are evident, since the data were not collected for the par-

poses for which they are used in this chapter. Certain of the

data one might wish to have to locate trends and make forecasts

are not available, despite the urgent need of such prognostica-

tions. Collecting such data is a task far beyond the limits of

this study.

-81-
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I. Ohio Public Librarians: The questionnaire sent to the public

libraries yielded reports on 1,360 individuals from 216 libraries.

Table 1 shows the distribution of these libraries by the size of

their collections. The table shows the total number of libraries

in each category, the total number of librarians2 and the mean

number of librarians for each size category.

TABLE 1

DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC LIBRARIES

AND LIBRARIANS RESPONDING

Size of Library

iCollections in Thousands of Volumes),

.25,000 25,000 -s. 100,000. 500,000+

1 00.000 500.000

Total Number
Libraries . 87 95 2 6 8

Total Number
Librarians . 168 337 170 685

Total Librarians
Per Library System 1.9 3.5 6.6 85.5

Table 2 shows the age, sex and educational dharacteristics

of the librarians, again presentee, gleparately for each library

size category. Table 2 is presented on page 83.

As one would expect, the smaller the library the greater tha

proportion of women and of older librarians. The striking dif .

ference in educational background is important. Fully half

1See Appendix for the complete questionnaire.

About 6 percent of this total appear to be sub.professional

librarians, including some clerical help. They are included in

most of the tables that follow, but since these individuals gen-

erally do not have college education they do nat,appear in ,a1.1 of

the tabulations.
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TABLE 2

LIBRARY STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

Libra Size
25,000. 100,000 500,00
100 000 a0 000

Sex

Lat

Hale

Female

To
1. Per Cent
2. Responses

20..29

40.49 . .

50-59

60.69 .

1. Per Cent
Total

Education

No degree

BA BS

MA, etc.

BLS

2. Responses

laa etc.

To
1 Per Cent-
2. Responses

8% 14

92-A 86A

104
(167)

104
(167)

104
(684)

5% 10A

5%

23% 197

35$ 35%

32$ 25%

100 woo
(166) (333)

65% 43

22$ 2 10

1A

9% 15%

as 19i

100% 104
(157) (326)
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(32 percent) of the librarians in the largest libraries have

4LS degrees and 65 percent of the librarians in the smallest

systems have only high school education. This fact is, of course,

related to age, and when we -look at the differences in education

for the younger librarians, this extreme contrast diminishes to

some extent.

Table 3 shows in more detail the educational levels of male

and female librariarid at different age levels.

TABLE 3

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT AMONG YOUNGER, AND OLDER

MALE AND FDIALE LIBRARIANS

Male Female

Under 40 Over 40 Under 40 Over 40

4LS or Higher
-1Alicrary=Begreei-.- 74 2

. . . 2%

BA or BS 17%

MA, MS and Higher
Non-library . 7%

No Degree . . (0)

12% 3%

7% 20

12% 2,49

19%

21%

19%

3%

32%

Taal. Per Cent 100% 100% 100% 100%

2. Responses (60) (67) (319) (880)

.10MMINuerit

As is clear from the marginal totals of the table, about half

the men (60 out of 127) are under 40 years of age, but only about

a quarter of the women (319 out of 1,199) are under 50 years.

Second, it is far more likely that men have the NLS, or a higher

degree, than women.--
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These age and educational differences are related to the

jobs the men and women librarians hold, as shown in Table

TABLE 4

DISTRIBUTION OF LIBRARY POSITIONS

BY SEX AND SIZE OF LIBRARY

Per Cent Male Librarians

Alamsr., 4emilmam

Size of Library (Volumes)

Over 500 000 100000. Under 100,000

500,000

Head Librarian 100% 4* 50% 7%

Senior Staff and
Department Heads . . 21% 4A (0)

Branch Librarians . . 5% (0) 14

Cataloguer .. 13% 19% 4A

Reference Librarian 22% 5% 19

Circulation_Librawlan ._ . (0)_ 14 kg

Children's/Young Adults'
Librarian . ..... . 4% 9% (0)

Prof. Assistant . . . . 13% 9% 5%

Sub.professional . . . . . 11h (0) 11%

The smaller the library, the fewer the male head librarians

and department heads. There are rather few male branch librarians.

Apparently, the career line of the male librarian is through the

main library of a large system, or through a succession of admin.'.

istrative positions in several libraries, rather than in the

branch library or in the smaller library.

As a comparison, Table 5 shows some of the same dharacterf

istics for a national sample of public librarians.
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TABLE 5

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS

OF PUBLIC LIBRARIANS*

IN THE UCTED STATES

IMIWYMANNEN, 1/ANIMIIIIEMMFM111M

Sex

Am (Years)

Education

Male

Female

Under 25

25.34

35.44

45.54

55.64

65 +

/3%

87%

3$

20%

24%

29$

16%

7%

B.A. 7%

B.A. 22%

B.A. + 39i

27%M.A.

Ph. D.

*Source: Based on data from the post.Cenaal Study of Profes-

sional and Technical Manpower, Seymour Warkov, Senior Study
Directory, NORC (a project supported by the National Science

Foundation).

M1.0.1111111110111111Mftli.1111111=01111MINEMINEMINIMENO.M.IMIM vozwmPasime...

Table 6 presents data on the migration pattern,; of the

respondent librarians and their occupational history, again by

library size category.

For the large libraries, about half of their college- educated

staff received their degrees out of Ohio; in the smallest libraries

this percentage declines to 29 percent.

The respondent librarians have had, on the average, slightly

more than three main positions in their work history, and the



TABLE 6

LIBRARY STAFF MIGRATION MD OCCUPATIONAL PATTERNS

_-www..~...~

87.

Library Size

1-25.000

Place of Degree

25,000-
00 000

100 000
10 000

500,009

71%

29$

64%

36%

53%

47%

56

440

(College Only)

Ohio

Not in Ohio. .

Total
1. Per Cent
2. Responses

100T
(56)

100%
(192)

100;
(108)

100-%

(634)

Mean number of
Total Jobs . . . . 2.8 3.2 3.6 3.4

Job Migration History

All in Ohio. 53 i 53% 42;6

Mixed. 5% 7% 11% _8%

Migrated to Ohio 14% 20% 23$ 30%

One jOb only . . 26% 14% 11% 18%

NA. . 11% 6% 2% 2%

1 Per Cent 00 100, 100% 100
Total

2. Responses (162) (336) (170) (685)

Share of Jobs
in_a Library

All library. 20% 32% 33% 44%

Mostly library 26% 32% 31% 26%

Mostly nonlibrary 28% 22% 25% 12%

One job only 26% 14% 116 18%

1. Per Cent 1001 100% 100% 100%

"A' 2. Responses (168) (336) (170) (685)
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larger the system a librarian is now working in, the more jobs he

or she has had.

Information on the extent to which librarians have moved

into Ohio to take a position (any position, not just in a library)

presents a mixed picture. There is a steady increase in the pro-

portion of librarians who have come from other states into Ohio

to work in larger library systems, increasing from 14 percent in

the smallest to 30 percent in the largest systems. But anywhere

from 42 to 53 percent of the librarians who have had more than

one job have had all their library experience in Ohio. Neverthe-

less, the large systems do draw out-of-state personnel and there-

fore their salary requirements and other opportunities have to be

geared to the national market.

This is seen in the final item in Table 6 which shows the

occupational history as being all in the library field, part or

mainly in some other field (usually teaching). Only half as many

librarians, proportionately, in the large system come from non.

library fields (12 percent) while a quarter of the librarians in

all the other size categories do so. These data also suggest

the extent of, underprofessionalization in the smaller systems.

Among the college educated librarians, the pattern of job

migration and place of education show an interesting relationship

as shown in Table 7.

Tr

There is a core of about 40 percent of the professional

librarians who are both educated in Ohio and whose entire job

history is in Ohio---those librarians who have held on one job
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have been elimineed from the table since they are generally

young and have had little opportunity for moving. The other

large sub-group, about one quarter of the librarians, are both

educated out-of-state and have come with an out-of-state work

history.

TABLE 7

EDUCATIONAL AND JOB laGRATION HTSTriRY3

Place of ve.gree

Ohio

Other than Ohio .

Total

aklagration Histotz

Eigrant
(i.e., out-
side Ohio
except for
last move Total

All Local
(i.e., in

Ohio

Mixed
(i.e., in
Ohio and

6%

5%

11S

2L

58 %

emernowlFlm1walmrwisistro.
35%

An examination of these migration patterns and place of

education shows no difference by age, but as one would suspect

there are more out-of-state educated librarians in the large

systems.

The really important problem is to see if some estimate of

net migration into the state can be made and then to see how

brary manpower shifts around the state. Unfortunately, neither

of these questions is fully answerable, the first because we do

not know how many working Ohio librarians leave the state each

'Excluding respondents who reported holding only one position.
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year, and the second because the data as to movements within the

state are not available. There is one clue to this latter

question: the number of vacancies for professional librarians

in cities of various sizes. Two separate pieces of information

are available here. One is data from the previously cited U. S.

Office of Education series which, in Table 8, shows the rates

of vacancies in various sized cities in the U. S. and in Ohio.

011.1111110.1110

TABLE 8

TOTAL PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS VACANT

IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES AS A PERCENT OF ALL

PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS, FILLED AND VACANT*

Size of Population Positions Vacant as a Percent

Served of All Positions

35,000.

59,999

60,000.
99,000

100,000 +

U. S.
Ohio

1960

8.0
2.7;

U. S. 8.7%

Ohio 7.2%

U.S.
Ohio

6.6%
5.9%

Total U. S. 7.O
Ohio 5.9%

*Source: USOE, Public Library Statistics, 1962.

7.3%
11.5%

7.3%
2.5%

7.2%
3.6%

As will be seen later, Ohio's public librarians are relatively

more numerous than in the rest of the states and therefore the

vacancy rate in Ohio is generally lower. But in the middle-sized

city, 50,000 to 99,999 in population, the vacancy rate in Ohio
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exceeds that of the U. S. and gets worse from 1960 to 1962.

The present questionnaire reveals similar results. The

percentage of vacancies in all positions (filled plus vacant)

increases from 27 percent in the small libraries (under 25,000

volumes) to 44 percent in the 25,000-100,000 volume category

and then declines to 16 percent and 18 percent in the two

largest groups. Assuming the moderate-sized library is in a

moderate-sized city, the results are the same. It may be that

the moderate -sized library and community are too small for the

ambitious young librarian but too large to be run by a single

or a few dedicated people from within the community.

In the questionnaire. professional librarians were asked

for their current job and how, in percentage, they allocated

their time. Table 10 summarizes their responses.

While the data are too cumbersome and fragmentary to pre-

sent, there appears to be a general trend towards a dispersion

of task as the size of the library declines. This trend is not

surprising of course, and it raises the same questions as does

the marked dispersion of task found for branch librarians. A

serious reanalysis of staffing needs in the city library branch

and smaller library is needad.

Library planning, the final topic to be considered here, is

perhaps the most critical matter when it comes to manpower. Each

librarian was asked to rank his own level of interest as. well as

his guess as to the interest of his board in the following programs.
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Next to each program in Table 11 is the mean interest score for

the head librarians and the board's assumed interest.

TABLE 11

INTEREST PRIORITIES FOR OHIO PUBLIC LIBRARIES

Interest Level of:
(1=high; 5=low)

Pro ram Librarian Board

Improve collection 1.3 1.5

Expand branch services 3.5 3.5

Expand library facilities 1.9 2.0

Expand business and
professional service 2.1 2.2

Increase community
cooperation 2.4 2.6

Expand cooperative
activities 3.4 3.9

Services to nonusers 2.4 2.6-

Service to school and students 2.0 2.1

Modernize technical services 2.6 3.0

Build a special subject
collection 2.1 2.6

Expand other services/
program not mentioned 1.8 2.6

In almost every case the librarian and his board are in near

perfect agreement, with the librarians perhaps being a little

more interested in doing everything than the board. Such may

indeed be the case; it may also be misperception on the part of

the librarians. If there is not consensus this fact is not

totally trivial in that the absence of sharp disagreement between

the librarian and his board may be likely to produce a climate

amenable to change.
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The second fact drawn from Table is an apparent lack of

consensus as to what should take precedence. Aside from a high

interest in improving the collection and a low interest in expanding

branch service or cooperative activities, all the other programs have

scores in the middle of the range, and widely spread distributions.

This could well indicate a genuine lack of professional

consensus as to what the library should be doing, or it could

reflect the necessary diversity of program based on the diversity

of community needs and library resources, or it could be an arti-

fact of the limited scale (1-5) of interest.

Table 12 shows the interest ratings of librarians only in the

different size classes (I being the smallest library, V the largest)

TABLE 12

LIBRARIANS INTEREST PROFILES BY SIZE OF LIBRARY

v.I.worowarmsarNN1010m...MVolMMUMINMW....0=1MEM!1WILSftweamapbmiIMMMENI
Size Class (Volumes

10,000. 25,000- 100,000.
1.0.1.M.2542221(n900 222,900 122i2924

IV V

1.4 1.1

3.0 1.9

2.0 1.5

2.0 1.8

2.1 2.9

3.0 3.5

2.3 3.1

2.2 3.5

2.1 1.5

3.0 2.5

1.7 2.0

1 II III

Improve collection . 1.0 1.2 1.3
Expand branch

services . 4.7 4.6 3.5
Expand library
facilities . . . . 1.6 2.1 3.3

Expand business
and professional
service . . . . . 3.8 k..) 2.0

Increase community
cooperation . . . 2.3 2.5 2.3

Expand cooperative
activities . . . . 3.3 3.9 3.4

Services to
non-users . . . . 2.5 2.3 2.5

Service schools
and students . . . 1.3 1.8 2.1

Modernize technical
services . . 2.0 2.9 2.8

Build a special

subject collection 1.0 1.4 2.1

Expand other services/

programs not mentioned 1,8 1.9
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Some differences are immediately apparent. The interest

in branch libraries is a direct matter of size; the larger the

library the more interest in the branch system. Other matters

are curvilinear; the smallest and the largest libraries are more

interested in expanding library facilities and improving the col-

lections than the middle-sized library. There are other patterns

as well that are paradoxical. The largest numbers of non-users

of the library are in the largest cities, specifically the urban

poor. Yet the largest libraries show the least interest in

reaching the non-user. The same is true for service to students

and schools; where the library resources are greatest, there is

the least interest. That position is defensible if there are

other libraries to handle those students and if the library is

mobilizing its energies elsewhere. The patterning of responses

shows a considerable degree of consensus among the few large li-

braries and among the smaller libraries, but great variation

among the middle-sized ones. That is probably the most signifi-

cant finding in this part of the analysis; that is, an apparent

diffusion of purpose. It seems imperative for public librarians,

as well as all the other types of librarians, to clarify their

goals and set priorities in their accomplishment. Those moves

are prerequisites for a consideration of specific manpower policies.

II. Trends in Public Library lumael: From the Ennis study, it

appears that certain conclusions pertinent to Ohio public libraries

are supportable, although the data upon which they are based are
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limited in several ways. These conclusions are summarized below.

First, the ratio of professional librarians employed in

public libraries per 1000 members of potential audience (child-

ren, young adults and adults) is substantially more favorable in

Ohio than in the nation as a whole. That fact is not surprising

in view of the good general level of financial support and the

existence in Ohio of several large city libraries of outstanding

quality. At the same time, this position is not being maintained.

That is, the indications are that the ratio is improving nationally

but growing less favorable in Ohio.
4 Approximately the same pie-

ture obtains with respect to the ratio of professional librarians

per 100,000 voltimes in public library collections.5

Second, salaries paid to librarians in Ohio's public libraries,

as is the case nationally, are lower than those paid in the other

types of libraries. While salaries in all types are rising, they

are rising least rapidly in public libraries.
6 When set against

the apparent growing need in Ohio for academic librarians as the

institutions of higher education grow
7 this salary trend suggests

that some radical change in supply and demand is brewing.

Third, professional librarians are being trained in in

creasing numbers in Ohio, but the rate of increase is lagging far

4Ennis, Philip E., "Ohio Library Manpower: A Statistical Report."

New Brunswick, 1967 (In press) p. 28 -35.

5Ibid., P. 35-39.

6
Ibid., p. 40-49.

?Ibid., p. 8-13.
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relatively, in production of librarians until 1960 when the

national rate increased markedly but Ohio's did not.8.

Sum; The data and conclusions about personnel presented

here suggest some major problems. Potentially the most serious

problem is that the nation is moving into a period of general

shortages in trained personnel as a result of the depressed

birth rate of the 1930/s, but our knowledge of personnel supply

and utilization is very sketchy. Thus problems of major pro-

portions may be developing of which we have very little under-

standing.

On the bright side of the picture in Ohio, the ratio of

professional librarians to potential audience is favorable.

This may indicate (and this has been generally borne out by ob

servation) that library service to users is of better than

average quality.

On the dark side, this favorable ratio may also indicate

maldistribution of personnel and/or duties. The data on age

and sex distribution for head librarians shows clearly that some

crisis lies ahead. Major consolidation of libraries will have

to be considered as an alternative to possible precipitate de-

cline in qualifications of staff. At least by inference, major

changes are suggested also in the management of the few large

assmairdr

8
Ibid., 49-53
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libraries which employ a very large percentage of the total num-

ber of professional personnel. Observation of middle-range

libraries also suggests that there is great unevenness in the

distribution (and, therefore, in utilization) of professional

personnel in this group.

Finally, the rate of production of professional librarians

in Ohio, unless it is increased, strongly suggests that more

reliance will have to be placed on out-of-state recruitment

than in the past. Such reliance will call for salaries pitched

at a national rather than local level.



Chapter V

Governance of Local Public Libraries

Because public library service is rather sharply focused

compared to many social services, the formal governing structure

of libraries is relatively simple and quite similar in all states:

I. There is usually a governing board, appointed by

some other public body, which directs the library

program.

2. The board is semi - independent in fiscal powers

from the city or county or school district which

created it, but specific restrictions are usually

set by statute.

3. The major source of revenue on a statewide basis

is the property tax, but for individual libraries

there are significant differences.

4. Some local public libraries are operated by school

districts, in which case the school board may be the

governing body with the library being considered

another division of the total education program.

Even if the school board appoints a library board,

it usually maintains a more direct interest in and

control of the library program than such other

parent bodies as city and county commissioners. The

reasons for school sponsorship vary, often being as

much a function of local conditions as anything else.

- 99 -



3. Library boards usually employ a head librarian

to supervise program activities, but marked dif-

ferences are common in the formal structure of

board-librarian relations even among libraries

of the same size and in the same geographic

area. The board may act only as a policy making

organ with the administration and personnel

supervision delegated to the head librarian in

the classical sense. On the other hand, numerous

examples can be cited where boards are active in

administration andLin effect supervise in detail

the implementation of their policies. This lat-

ter situation may arise for any number of factors,

such as a strong board and weak librarian, em-

ployment of a nm-professional librarian, his-

torical demands by the community for board

administration, or lack of knowledge by the

board as to how it could use its own intellectual

resources and time most efficiently.

100.

This general pattern of the formal governing structure of

public libraries is familair to many Ohioans because it is a.

mirror of their system. As in any general pattern of local govern-

ment, defects and variations in the "weaving" can be noted if it

is subjected to microscopic examination. ,Whether they are sig.

nificant or merely reflect normal differences caused by local
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self-control is difficult to determine. Particularly is this

true for a local public educational service where every effort

is made to allow maximum freedom of choice in developing a pro-

gram in order to minimize the disadvantage3 of central controls.

The position in this report, therefore, is that differences

among local units or between Ohio and any other state are not

necessarily a cause of concern unless there is a gross distor-

tion of the overall pattern or if the variations are not under-

stood by the public concerned.

Basic Laws Are Sound: The Ohio laws governing public libraries

are basically sound. For the most part they are clear and simple

and can be implemented relatively easily by any local community

in which genuine desire exists to provide the most effective

and efficient library service that is possible within the limits

of its resources. Creation of new libraries is controlled, inter .

governmental cooperatioi is authorized and the powers of library

boards are very broad. The general controls over fiscal prac-

tices of all local governments are reasonable and common in one

form or another in most states. While librarians and their

boards may feel restricted by the general laws on budgeting,

fiscal accounting, tax levies, and auditing, there is no evidence

that they impose undue hardship on or are seriously discrimi-

natory against libraries. In the absence of such evidence, it

would be difficult to argue for any exceptions at this time.

This does not deny that some of the statutes may need

111.001010.4iimmomomw
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changing, but any action should be in concert with other public

officials. For example, the authority to levy a special library

tax is made unrealistic by the 10 mill levy limit (Section 5705.06),

and the procedure to exceed this limit is awkward since it requires

a two - thirds vote of the taxing authority, a vote of the people,

and is limited to a specific number of years (Section 5705.19).

Also the use of tax anticipation warrants, which is apparently

fairly common to general local government as well as libraries,

is unnecessarily expensive and could be minimized by procedural

changes in the budget and tax laws.

Intangibles Tax: By far the most important issue in Ohio library

service is financing. Ohio libraries are unique in that their

major source of revenue is from a local situs intangibles tax

referred to in Chapter I.

As one reviews the historical events leading to the passage

of the enabling legislation and the early legal struggles in the

courts, there is no doubt that there were many valid and persua-

sive arguments to support this method of financing, 'Without a

doubt, for example, it has aided library development statewide,

and in some of the more wealthy communities it has assured them

of a stable source of income.

The issue in 1967, though, is whether an intangibles tax

is the best source of revenue and whether, regardless of one's

loyalty to library development, a tax, which is in effect dedicated,

can be defended for this particular public service. Increased
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questioning of the current method of financing libraries by

various groups and the recent special legislative tax study

group point out clearly that librarians and local boards must

re-examine their position. In public finance in general, dedi-

cated local revenues except for capital improvements are in

creasingly being challenged because of the rigidity they foster

in financing total local services. The challenge is very strong

in the larger urban areas which are faced with the problem of

planning and developing an entire region with insufficient

local revenues.

Furthermore, the intangibles tax itsca4 as the single or

major source of revenue collected and distributed on a county

basis for one service, can be questioned by both library boards

and others by units of government because it almost inherently

produces large revenues for some localities and causes poverty

in services in other areas: In modern society intangibles have

a situs which often only accidently coincides with the need for

a public service. One sees this inequality immediately in li-

brary financing in Ohio where in 1965 the per capita intangibles

tax collections varied from $0.57 in one county to $8.13 in

another one. The "50 cent county" allocated 100 percent of the

intangibles to libraries whereas the second one only allowed 82

percent, but this 82 percent still amounted to more than $6.40

per capita. On a statewide basis, the intangibles tax produces

a very favorable picture for library development, indicating

that in 1965 there was an average of $3.11 per capita from this
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source of revenue for library service and that a few of the

communities were well above the most liberal published national

standards. What is not recognized so widely, though, is the

grossly substandard service that was characterized by eleven

counties with less than $1.00 per capita for library service

from all sources of revenue.

The legislature has authorized the use of the general

property tax for library service; but as is common in most in-

stances where a dedicated revenue is used the alternatives are

not widely employed because of general public resistance and

objections by supporters of other services. In short, Ohio has

at this time a built-in system in inequity in its library

financing.

Proposing a specific solution to this problem is not within

the purview of this assignment. Calling attention to it is man-

datory, however, because any action to retain or change the pre.

sent method of finance directly affects the development of

library service.

If this vital matter is to be the subject of change, it

should be approached with the deepest possible understanding of

the problems change will create. Essentially, the question must

be in terms of whether or not Ohio's public libraries would

receive the same, or nearly the same, portion of the whole tax

resource under some different system as they do now. The history

of public libraries in the state is encouraging; the people of
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Ohio have found solutions to major financial crises with respect

to their libraries. At the same time, conditions have changed;

the social, economic and political changes earlier noted have

created conditions so different from those existing years ago

that no predictions should be made. At the very least, changing

the financial basis of library support would be accompanied by

a period of adjustment for all libraries and of real distress

for those libraries whose income is unusually high relative to

others in the same county. Such change, furthermore, could re-

sult in the destruction of some of the fine libraries now existing

in Ohio and, thus, in irretrievable loss to the state of one of

its resources for future growth.

The obvious immediate concern of the state in this instance

is to move toward equalization of opportunity through directly

ameliorating the effects of regional economic differences- and

through finding a variety of means to use the existing resources

for the benefit of all residents of. Ohio.

Criteria for State Aid: The. Ohio State Library Board has not

reviewed its practices in the allocation of existing state aid

for some time. It would be possible for the Board to carry out

a general review of those procedures and of its policies in the

use of LSCA funds simultaneously. If there are also to be, pro-

posals for new forms of state aid (recommended later in this

report) then the legislature should set forth general criteria

for distributing that aid. This statement in no way implies
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poor judgement on the part of either past or present administra-

tive officials, but is merely a recognition that allocation of

state grants requires both periodic review and the making of

certain policy decisions in which the legislature should par.

ticipate as proposals are presented to it.

Local Budget Commission: As noted previously, Ohio has basically

sound laws with regard to supervising the fiscal practices of

local units of government. One of these controls is somewhat

unique in that it provides for coordination and control of local

financing by a budget commission composed of the county auditor,

prosecuting attorney, and county treasurer. In certain situations

two elected members may be added to the board for distribution of

the local government fund (Section 5705.27). The powers of the

commission as stated in Section 5705.32 are broad, and in the case

of libraries it has the specific authority to determine need in

the distribution of the intangibles tax.

While this type of commission has merit in theory; its opera.

ations in Ohio vis a vis libraries has two apparent deficiencies,

both of which have been noted by various groups in the past.

One is that the statutory standards which it must use in allo-

cating the intangibles tax for library service are not clear.

The law implies s,rongly in Section 5705.32 that the dis-

tribution to libraries shall be based on need and without regard

to other sources of revenue; and need is to include consider-

ations of capital construction as well as current operating

programs.
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A long list of Ohio court cases on this point indicates

that the "spirit" of the law is that libraries should have a

preferred claim on the intangibles tax, but the decisions do

not make the allocation to libraries a ministerial duty of the

commission. The commission may exercise judgement as to any

one library's need.

The statute should state clearly whether this need is a

relative one determined by comparing library service to other

local programs, or whether need is to be determined in accordance

with standards (to be established by the Ohio State Library Board),

or whethar need is to be related simply to the ability of a local

community to profit by each added increment of library, service.

The other deficiency is that there is no statutory basis

for allocation of funds among several libraries in a given county,

Local traditions and aggressiveness by the library board and the

librarian seem to be the major determinants of how much of the

intangibles taxis actually allocated to libraries. In short,

in the absence of a clear statutory statement, local political

processes are followed in decision making. Although a library

board may appeal a local commission's decision to the State

Board Tax Appeals, such action is rare and moreover is not an

effective way to resolve local differences of opinion in the use

of tax funds.

Some formal standard is also necessary even if all of the

intangibles tax in all counties were made available for library

service because the amount must still be distributed Lull= the
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eligible libraries in each county according to their individual,

needs.

Some of the resentment expressed by library personnel, past

and present, against the local budget commissions coup be mini.

mized if the membership of tIly commission were enlarged to in..

elude representatives of other bodies, including library boards.

On a theoretical basis, there is no reason to limit membership

to county officials since the county, itself is not responsible

for direct administration of all the services for which the

commission approves allocations.

Term of Office for Trustees: The success of a library, program

depends as much on local leadership by a board of trustees as it

does on the professional personnel who operate the library. What

kind of board is best has been discussed for many years by persons

interested in library service. Indeed, the issue is not unique

to libraries because supporters of other public services which

are administered in a similar manner have also been concerned

about their boards.

Although there are no universally accepted formal standards

by which to measure the adequacy of a board, there are some

general guides: (1) representation of all segments of a community,

(2) sufficient turnover to allow easy introduction of new ideas,

(3) forceful leadership in explaining the library program to the

community and then marshalling support in the community, (4)

supervision of the administration of the library in such, a way

that the professional librarian has maximum freedom to develop a



program in accordance with accepted standards and community needs.

In applying these four generalizations to Ohio, the survey

questionnaire indicates that it has a problem common to a number

of states: A tendency for boards to be composed of older persons,

with fairly long tenure in office, and with a selected economic

and social balkground. Of the trustees surveyed, for example,

nearly 50 percent had served on their respective boards for more

than 10 years and 20 percent for more than 20 years.. The pattern

was similar in all sizes of cities and counties. About 65 per..

cent of the board members were business and professional personnel,

with only 3 to 5 percent being definitely labeled as religious

or labor leaders.
"Housewifeland miscellaneous other back-

grounds accounted for the remaining 30 to 32 percent. In terms

of a division between men and women membership, for the libraries

reporting, 54 percent of the board members were men and 46 per-

cent were women, but for the larger libraries (over 100,000 vol-

umes) as many as 70 to 75 percent of the members were men. About

29 percent of the board members were over age 60, 61 percent

were between the ages 40 and 60, and only 10 percent were under

40 years old. There was some indication from the questionnaires

that many board members were not always regular attenders at

meetings.

It would be preferable to provide for a uniform term of

office for trustees and to limit appointment to successive terms

so that there might be constant, though limited, turnover among

1 There is some indication that most of the housewives were econom-

ically and socially in the business and professional class.
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trustees. While this matter could be the subject of statutory

change, it seems wiser to suggest that the State Library Board

make this general topic the subject of a policy statement, to

be disseminated through the State Library's extension activities.

This suggestion for shorter terms is not a general criticism

of present trustees because it is obvious from an examination of

general library data that a number of them have labored diligently

in the interest of library development in Ohio. One piece of

evidence of this is the relatively high position of Ohio librar..

ies in general, and the fact that nearly 90 percent of the mem-

bers (according to the survey) are able to bring to library policy-

making the benefits of broad experiences in a variety of community

activities. In some respects, the present practice can be under-

stood and perhaps even justified in past years as necessary in

order to establish the library as an institution and because

general public support in communities was often meagre.

In the last ten years, though, library service has changed

so much that previous practices no matter how sound outwardly are

not sufficient. Library service, for example, is much broader in

that it is designed to assist all segments of society with numer-

ous programs. All of the beneficiaries of these programs should

have an active voice in as direct a way as possible in both

planning and administering them. Young persons in parUcular

must be given greater representation because of their growing

numbers, because they are the major users of the library, and

because of their potentially new views of library service.
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Representatives of low income people and other specialized groups

also have a special insight into the needs for library programs.

Shorter terms are probably the easiest way to facilitate broader

representation and a constant infusion of new ideas.

It is recognized that the length of office is a point of

continuing controversy at all levels of government, although the

general trend is to limit terms for appointive boards. Continuity

and experienced leadership are obviously essential, and these are

usually the product of long service. On the other hand, respon-

siveness to change and injection of new ideas are equally highly

desired values.

School Service: In many states, and within the profession in

general, there have been numerous dialogues about the relation.

ship of public and school library service. The relationship is

important in part:lular where school districts sponsor the public

library service because school boards too often dilute the public

service in an effort to maintain a high level of direct classroom

or teacher assistance. Such dilution is often inadvertent or the

result of local pressures to finance only one service adequately.

Other things being equal, one would expect to see this

difficulty in Ohio because of the relatively large number of

school district public libraries. The intangibles tax method

of financing accentuates the issue somewhat since school districts

normally do not have access to this source of revenue, and they

too are faced with financial difficulties. When the public

library program in a school district, for example, does not
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receive the full intangibles tax allocation, any "deficit"

would have to be borne by the regular school budget. On the

other hand, intangibles tax funds could easily be used to

finance those public services most directly related to the

educational program.

The easiest way to resolve this kind of issue is to enact

a statute or adopt rules and regulations (jointly by the State

Library and education agency) which state standards of public

library service. Such standards should not be considered_as_

penalizing or criticizing those school districts that have

assumed the responsibility for general public service. Instead,

they should aid them in being sure that there is a balanced pro.

gram which recognizes both student and adult needs.

Certification of Librarians: Ohio law provides for the certi.

fication of county district librarians (Section 3375.47). Three,

items can be noted about the content and administration of the

law. First, it is difficult to articulate the rationale for

certification of only county district librarians. The original

motive, to be assured that this type of library is properly super-

vised by a professionally trained person, was undoubtedly valid.

From the viewpoint of general statewide development, though, an

equally valid argument can he made to either include all libraries

or repeal the present law. Of the two alternatives, the former

is, of course, preferred, particularly since there is general

evidence on a national basis that states will become increasingly

concerned with providing adequate and uniform or equal service
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in all communities.

Secondly, there are several acting district librarians«

Although it is sometimes necessary to permit a person to act

in an official capacity even though not officially qualified,

it is considered poor practice legally and professionally to

have continuous exceptions. In all probability, the certifi-

cation board should examine the qualifications it has established

to see if they are realistic. If they are, it would be both

appropriate and desirable for the state itself to devote re-

sources to recruiting qualified-persons. If, on-the-other hand«

the difficulty is the local library ;.
corrective steps should be

taken toy resolve problems at this level.

If it is desired to expand certification, ideally .the pre -

sent certification law should be changed to provide for control

of the certification process by the Ohio State Library Board.

It is recommended elsewhere that the Board be appointed by the

Governor. Gubernatorial appointment is commonly followed in

professional certification and licensing because licensing and

certification are of direct public interest since the service

to be performed is a public one. Certification and licensing

should be administered in such a way that either the public or

members of the profession have a relatively easy and clear Channel

to express their desire for changes and to effect them by new

appointments to the Board if necessary.

Again, without any criticism of the present members, it is

generally considered undesirable to name ex officio members to a
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certification board as the present Ohio law does. As library

service develops, including increased state aid, there may be

occasions when the State Librarian will be in a general super-

visory position over a local library. He should not participate

in these cases in the certification of the librarian. Further-

more, stating that the librarians of the two libraries with the

largest circulation shall serve implies that only these two will

always be the best qualified persons in the state.

Certification should net be regarded merely as a method of

limiting entrance to librarianship. Entrance upon professional

library work should be most commonly through formal education.

However, entrance by virtue of previous experience, examination

and reciprocity with other states should also be provided for.

Librarians individually and collectively as a profession

should undertake a program to re.establish amicable relations

with other governmental units and their associations. An out.

Sider is impressed when examining the governmental and fiscal

structure of Ohio libraries by the verbalized discordance. All

local units of goveinment are financed from the same tax base

and perform various services aimed at the total development and

preservation of the community. All of them, therefore, should be

coordinated. Ohio local planning laws are one administrative

device to facilitate coordination, but this alone is not suffi-

cient. Some of the present antipathy is apparently the result of

the use of a special tax for one service, and the seeming
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reluctance of some library personnel to coordinate their pro-

gram with other city services* Regardless of how the differ-

ences developed or the original causes* library personnel should

assume the initiative in resolving the disagreements, participate

in all local Planning* and assist other units of government

wherever possible.



Chapter VI

Communications

The Ohio State Librarian has recently taken action to in.

form state agencies about the library's services. This service

should be expanded in agency coverage, refined in techniques

and broadened to cover all departments of the library.

It must be regretted that state government in Ohio has

operated without the solid information base which a strong State

Library service to government could provide. iihilerit ia-true

that many agencies have their own information systems and some

have rather creditable libraries, even these agencies could

benefit from a broad based State Library service.

The recent establishment of the Information Resources and

Services (IR) Division of the State Library is a step in the

proper direction, "In t very real sense the new Division con.

stitutes a special library for state government and for supple-

menting the reference and information resources of other Ohio

libraries."'

Active participation of the State Library in the plans and

activities of the state government and its contribution of li-

brary and information services to various agencies should be of

value to the state generally. This activity also represents a

primary channel of communication between the State Library staff,

1
Si n from Ulmer Ohio State Library. June 22,

197. P. 10
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particularly the State Librarian, and other executive agencies.

Service to the legislature can similarly bring about sLAI increased

understandiag of problems and, most important, mutual respect.

Included as a recommendation of this report, for these and other

reasons, is one to the effect that there be established a special

governmental service unit in the State Library with somewhat

broader responsibilities than the new Division.

While the organization of this unit will be determined by

many factors, it seems logical that each of the three positions

recommended be assigned_a_specific group of state agencies.

These assignments should be based on rational allocations of

agencies so that each of the new staff members can develop know.

ledge about the concerns and problems of a logically selected

group of agencies.

A significant part of this unit's work will be accomplished

individually through the advice and assistance provided to agen.

cies 'which maintain their own information services whether these

are simple office collections or fairly large libraries. The

State Library should provide strong leadership in preparing a

long -range plan for the development of necessary library services

in state agencies.

The State Library will need to carefully delineate its role

in this regard. While it cannot interfere with any agency's pre-

rogatives, at the same time should seek to avoid unnecessary

duplication of effort and materials and insofar as possible

insure the maximum exploitation of existing resources. The inter.
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agency advisory committee proposed by Nelson Associates can

provide valuable assistance in this regard.2

I. with

Public Information Office: Some Ohio libraries have developed

public information programs which are second to none in the nation.

Unusually fine printed materials are prepared in all of the larger

libraries and many high quality radio and television programs

are prepared. These relatively large libraries are also able to

obtairtsioificant press coverage of library events and feature

articles which interpret the library's many services to the

community.

As one moves awry from the larger libraries to the mailer

th6 quality of public information activities begins to deteriorate

and diminish to the point that the smallest libraries are largely

unseen ane unheard. Yet in many ways an active communications

program may be more important for the smallest library than for

the largest. The large library by virtue of its size. great

resources, and multiple service outlets, will always attract a

variety of users. The smaller library, because of its single

location, generally shorter hours and limited resources, must

make a substantial impact upon its community in order to adhievo

maximum utilization.

Most Ohio libraries lack the specialized talent to sustain

programs of community information. Functioning at the state

2sPreseat Operations and Future Opportunities". r New York d Nelson

Associates,. Inc.. 1967, P. 314
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level an office for public information could provide valuable

liaison with state -wide media groups such as the Ohio Association

of Broadcasters, newspaper associations, newspaper chains, and

wire service.

WEA12,11114.2.1..I1g1.911414k
Ohio libraries now employ

some of the country's best library public information practi-

tioners. Mile it is true that few libraries can afford this

type of talent, the tact remains that the public and community

relations staff (!t the major libraries constitute a major talent

resource which should be brought into play in increasing the

effectiveness of library communications state-wide.

Conversations with a number of these people indicate that

they now meet informally on an infrequent basis. These meetings

are primarily for sharing of ideas and techniques. With leader-

ship and encouragement from the State Library this group could

become a potent source of ideas end programs which could be

operated on a state-wide basis.

This group could be organized into a Library Public Relations

Council and through the Public Information Department, funds

should be made available for its work. Unlike commercial enter-

prises, libraries are not or should not be in competition with

one another. For this reason a high degree of cooperation can

and should exist among libraries. It is not difficult to envision

the development of a system in which posters like the excellent

examples developed in the Dayton Public Library could be used

state-wide. Radio and TV programs and spot announcements which
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could be used state -wide could be developed.

Communications can be an expensive process. Librarians

need to examine the great resources which other private and

public institutions devote to catching the eye and ear of the

public and ask themselves is there really a viable alternative

if the library's message is relevant. A relatively small sum

in professionally planned programs of state -wide impact could

dramatically improve the library image in Ohio.

Improving Local Library Communicationb: The available relevant

information and field visit experiences lead inevitably to the

conclusion that even though many are small and many are under.

staffed, Ohio libraries could and would do a better job in

utilizing the less sophisticated means of communications, given

training and technical Skills*

One of the first tasks of the Public Information Office

and the Library Public Relations Council should be to develop,

with the assistance of appropriate groups and individuals, a

series of workshops designed to improve the communications skills

of Ohio library staff members.

All available sources should be tapped in this effort. OLD

and the Library Public Relations Council should jointly review

past utilization of the National Library Week Program in Ohio

to determine how this excellent program can be more creatively

used. Similar reviews should be made of other external sources*
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II. Communications About Resources Amon: Libraries

It is understood that a thorough study of the State Library

Union Catalog and the union catalog covering the greater Cleve-

land area which is maintained at Western Reserve University is

now underway. This study will undoubtedly indicate directions

for future growth and development.

In planning a new role for the Union Catalog, care should

be taken to insure that this project and the Ohio College Li.

brary Center project move forward in concert. Particular care

should be taken to insure compatibility of systems so that the

two centers can inter-communicate easily. Eventual merger of

the two should not be overlooked as a possibility.

One important additional service which the Catalog could

easily render 'with minor modification in operating procedures

would, be to serve as a check point to prevent the discard of the

last known copy of a book in the state. Contributing librarians

could notify the Union Catalogs of discards as is now done, but

agree to hold the discards for a set period of time to enable

personnel of the Catalog to determine that another copy of the

book is held in a contributing library. A library holding the

lant known copy of a book scheduled for discard could be requested

to transfer the book to the State Library. Libraries contributing

to the. Union Catalog own 13,523,138 volumes representing 50 of

the total public library book resources in the state.
3
It is true

that not all of these volumes are represented in the Onion Cata.

log but since the Catalog dates back to the 1930's it iv clear

Allmimml01111

3Ohio State Library. 1967 DiremsctofcLalalikarloa. Ohio

State Library, 1967. p. 40-46.
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that the cards represent an enormous resource covering a sig.

nificant portion of public library holdings«

One problem which will need to be resolved prior to

enlarging the Catalog's operation is the number of libraries

from which cards must be received to enable the Catalog to per.

form its functions, Collections of contributing libraries

range from slightly more than 50,000 volumes to over 3 million

volumes. The largest concentration of contributors is in the

range of 150,000.20000A volumes with an equal number spread

among the larger categories. In the light of this distribution

it is questionable that the six libraries which own fewer than

150,000 volumes are contributing a significant number of unique

items. A cost-benefit relationship question could also be raised

about the ten libraries which are between 1500000.200,000 volumes.

Before making major changes in the Catalog and certainly

prior to making plans for conversion to automatic equipment it

will be necessary to know how many contributors are needed. It

may well be that simply including the eight libraries each of

which holds more than 500,000 volumes would assure nearly com-

plete coverage of public library holdings. These libraries to.

gether are adding nearly 700,000 volumes annually and it is quite

likely that the comprehensiveness of the Catalog would not suffer

if they were the only sources of input.

Ohio public libraries and boards
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need to begin to participate in programs for long-range planning

of library resources and programs. Questionnaire returns indi-

cated that slightly more than half of the libraries have "a plan

for development in the coming few years." (See Chapter II).

While many library boards and/or staff have a planning committee

it seems clear from conversations that to a very large degree

these committees are concerned almost exclusively with planning

for physical facilities. This impression is strengthened in

that only 37 of the 130 responding libraries have had a sArvey

of their operations.--(See-Chapter II).

The analysis of newspaper clippings on file in the State

Library indicates a very low level of activity in long-range

planning.

One of the growing concerns of government at all levels is

the development of long-range plans to ensure the orderly growth

and development of services to meet future needs. In several'

areas, notably the Miami River Valley, in southwestern Ohio and

in the greater Cleveland area libraries ilve established more or

less informal groups to discuss mutual problems. This trend is

a healthy one and should be encouraged* In its administration

of state and federal funds and in the preparation of library

standards the State Librarian should seek to encourage joint

long-range planning among the libearies in each county and among

groupe of counties which form natural areas for cooperative services.

State Library consultants should maintain close liason

with these regional planning councils to assure that as regional
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plans are developed these will fit into the framework of a state-

wide plan for library growth.

III. s.....agaj§LiitCmmunictizheialGrous...p.

Urban Problem) and Federal Programs: Except for several construc-

tion projects funded under the Appalachia program, evidence could

not be found that many non-LSCA federal dollars are being expended

in public library mgrams. Where library participation in federal

programs could be detected it was ordinarily, though not always,

either passive, accepting Job Corps members to do tasks in the

library, or a traditional part of the library's programs---Head-

start children coming to the library for the story hour, loaning

books to a migrant summer school program.

In interviews, librarians generally indicated frustration

in attempting to davelop programs under the framework of federal

programa, particularly the poverty programs. Universally there

was an expression that assistance was needed from the State Library

in collecting information about the library applications of federal

programs, in assisting libraries in the preparation of grant pro-

posals and applications and providing leadership for the develop-

ment of programs of action which might enable libraries to amelio-

rate the effect of social change on individuals.

araMIVAIIIIINULLSALAWLAPALidATM;
Ohio librarians and

library trustees have not had or been given a clear view of the

duties and responsibilities of the State Library Board. The

objectives which the State Library pursues in its programs have
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not been clearly articulated. Data to support these conclusions

must necessarily be based on less than "hard" sources, but the

sources are sufficiently varied to indicate at least circum-

stantial4 that the statements are valid.

1. Interviews conducted by Nelson Associates staff

members elicited that librarians did not have a clear

or in some cases appreciative view of the .oie of the

State Library Regional Centers.

2. Responses to the questionnaire for the study of

the Ohio Library Association and Ohio Library Trustee

Association indicated that some librarians and trus-

tees tended to confuse the OLA-OLTA with the State

Library.
4

3. Both the Nelson Associates field interviews and

those of this surveyor found that while librarians

had strong views on the roles which the State Library

should play in library development there was cer-

tainly no consensus about priorities, or methods

which should be followed.

These same sources also support the view that there is now

a determination to unite under the leadership of a well respected

State Librarian and take significant forward strides.

Altman, Men. "The Ohio Library Association and the Ohio

Library Trustee Association." C New Brunswick, N.J., Author 3

1967. p. 54 and 61.
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For all of the foregoing reasons it seems imperative that

the State Library board and the State Librarian have access to

a public relations counsel which can attar staff skilled in a

variety of communications techniques.

The function proposed here should in no way be confused

with the Public Iniormation Department proposed earlier. This

is a much more direct and for the immediate future a much more

intensive task than could be expected of the Public Information

Department if that unit is to accomplish the important objec..

tives set for it. At a future point when major changes in

function and organization have occurred it may be desirable

again to analyze the situation arid determine whether a need for

external counsel continues.
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Chapter VII

The Ohio Library Association and

Ohio Trustee Association

Four years ago the officers of the two alsociations

(4eferred to hereafter as OLA and OLTA) decided to pool their

resources and establish an executive office to encompass the

activities of the two groups and to serve as a spokesman for

library interests. Until that time much of the work of the

associations had been done at the State Library

The "Rules and Regulations of the Joint Executive Boards"

state that the purpose of the office is "to advance total li.

brary development in the state of Ohio, the education of mesa.

bers of both groups, the interpretation or library needs to the

general public and legislative bodies, to support the programs,

functions, and operations of the Sta'w Library, and to render

to individual libraries, 3tbrarians and trustees important ser-

vices which do not conflict with the functions of the State

Library."

At the time the office was proposed several members wrote

the OLA president expressing the fear that the office would

conflict with the powers and responsibilities of the State Li-

brary. These fears seem to have been unfounded. A close co-

operation presently exists between both agencies. They work

together on educational programs and legislative matters. In

- 127 .
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fact, many of those persons intertiewed during the survey felt

that OLA and OLTA had become stronger and more vital organiza-

tions since they were no longer dependent upon the Stay Library.

Only three other State Li nary associations have esii;abi.

lished executive offices. The New York and Pennsylvania

associations have selected office managers to oversee their

operations while California and Ohio favored naming executive

directors who are also librarians. According to the "Rules

and Regulations of the Joint Executive Boards", the director

works under the supervision of the directors of both associa-

tions and executes policies which they determine. Because he

is well acquainted with library matters and because he also

attends the meetings of the executive boards, the director is

in a position to advise the officers on establishing policy for

both groups.

I The).........am...§....hioLitlsociation

Oembershir4 There are six classes of members of OLA: Active,

Subscription, Sustaining, Honorary, Continuing and Life, By

far the largest number of members are in the first class. Total

membership in 1967 was 2,181. Except for a drop in 1966, mem-

bership has risen steadily from 1,680 in 1958 to the present

level. Fourteen public libraries, two college and two insti-

tutional libraries enrolled as members in 1967.

The association draws the greatest portion of its public

library members from the larger libraries. The organization

has not been successful in enrolling staff from the smallest

libraries in the state.



TABLE 1

NUMBER OF MEMBERS FROM PUBLIC LIBRARIES

BY SIZE OF LIBRARY*

ainVIUmenbirPomow AM.MF11WIMMIN.WNVIIIONamdM11, NomromaRimamatar4,1=....rtmmommowortoomombowieuwatrimmegammiarirow.a.il. awstramwm.*Ira.

Number of Volum

under 10,000
10,001.25,000
25,001.50,000
50,001. 100,000
1000001 plus

12g 12§.2

5
59

107

153
1071

4
62
124
165

1207

ON6MPMOMMO .MIISIMINNOWNISOMMOIPM.~ania00.
NUMBER OF LIBRARIES HAVING NO MEMBERS

BY SIZE OF LIBRARY*

.atommouswaremortorommowsmosomostoolOolnamomainuomollmommourecra

NJELibprsIL......*Volumes 1266

under 10,000
10,001.25,000
25,001.50,000
50,001.100,000
100,001 . plus

*Figures not available for 1967.

24
42
17

0

momaturowommlimismmosoNtagrattramtrostomptmisiralsmommosob.roartlasholossamPliore

65
25

17

8
0

Although OLA welcomes members from other than public libraries,

only 23 percent of the total possible number of college library

employees belong to OLA.

TABLE 2

NUMBER OF ACADEMIC LIBRARY PERSONNEL

IN FULL.TIME EQUIVALENTS*

yrompinormwortupolloomfalmomemormimiumirrorrimmisrolowsmaNorrit

Professional
Non.Professional
Total
OLA Members

igiltda 1966 (est.) is2§1
036.6
658.4
1145

457.6 428.6
619.5 580.6

1077.1 1009.2
262 214 217

*1965 figures derived by totaling data in Ohio Arectory of
Libraries. 1966 and 1967 figures estimated based on increase of
academic librarians in Ohio since 1962: Source: Ohio Directory
Of Libraries: 1961.1966. Student employees are not included.
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Of the 1261 persons classified as school librarians in the

state, 1059 belong to the Ohi.) Association of School Libraries,

a division of the Ohio Education Association. In 1967, 147

joined the Ohio Library Association. It should be noted that

that OASL holds its conference at the time of the state teachers'

convention which is a school holiday. It appears than many prinw

cipals are reluctant to allow these librarians additional time

to attend OLA, meetings.

The latest edition of the (2._2_21.......d.......hiDirector`Libraries regis-

ters 91 special libraries and states that its listing is incomplete.

The Special Libraries Association reports that it has 262 members

in its Ohio Chapters. Thirty-one special librarians belong to OLA.

The tables below give an estimate of the total number of

libraries of all types in the state and the membership by type

of library in OLA.

TABLE 3

NUMBER OF LIBRARIES IN OHIO

Ual
Public

Academic

Special

School

258*

6o*

95*

1.497#

12.(1.6

258

60

93*

1,400*

12k2

264

58

91

1,051 **

Estimated. Official figures not reported for 1967.

** Includes only libraries open full-time

# Source: School Library Services Office, Ohio Department

of Education.
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TABLE 4

OLA, 1421BERSHIP BY TYPE OF LIBRARY

UPI 12§1

Public 1326

Academic 262

Special 31

School 147

Other* 130

*Includes student members

12§§,

1458

215

113

7?

1965

1428

217

116

140

TABLE 5

NUMBER OF STUDENT MEMBERS*

AI

411.ftMEIMININOMMONNIMMIMOMMINUMMIIMINIMIIIM. illmMAMIMINNIMMMOMMimantON.M.M=MIIMli MINMIND

;cho91 12§z

College 17

High School

Other 8

*Figures not available prior to 1966.

12.61

10

1

0

For many years, until the establishment of the executive

offices, the State Library served as unofficial headquarters for

OLA. Committee meetings were held there, and a member of the

State Library staff served as membership secretary.

The State Librarian and other staff members were called

upon to speak at nearly every annual conference and district

meeting. In fact, personnel of the State Library dominated the

district meeting committee until 1966. A check of this committee

revealed that the same State Library staff member has served con

tinuously for over eleven years.
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In nearly every area in which OLA operated the State

Library had a large voice. Part of the reason for this situ.

sition may be explained by the fact that the previous State

Librarian acted as a cohesive force or focal point for the

association before the OLA Executive Director came on the scene.

However, the major portion of OLAts educational programs

have been and still are dependent upon State Library funds.

OLA members, working with State Library staff, plan and conduct

various educational workshops on both the professional and non-

professional level.

Sometimes trustees and librarians call upon the Executive

sector for help in solving their library problems. If he

feels that the nature of the problem is 'within the domain of

the State Library, he refers the caller to that agency. Never-

theless, he does attempt to help some who seek advice. There.

fore, it is conceivable that the executive office might inad-

vertently step into the province of the State Library,

No statement of policy setting forth the duties and powers

of each office in relation to the other has been formulated to

date. According to the participants, no areas of disagreement

have arisen as yet either. Relations in the past are no sure

indication of relations in the future especially if the current

personnel changes. Ilerefore, it is recommended that a special

panel of OLA members and State Library staff be appointed to

prepare a detailed policy statement outlining the boundaries

and responsibilities of the OLA and the State Library in
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connection with each other.

......11Goverlamolatk While the day to day activities involved in

operating the association are handled by the Executive Director,

policy making and planning are vested in the officers and a

Board of Directors. A nominating committee headed by the pre.

vices president selects one candidate for president, vice-president,

secretary, ALA representative, and the Board of Directors. This

slate is presented for election at the annual conference. The

Ace-president is also president-elect. It is interesting that

the current vice-president is the first school librarian chosen

for such high office. Since its founding in 1895 the association

has chosen 12 presidents from college libraries and 50 from public.

The number of persons on the Board of Directors ha4 varied.

At present there are eig1t members, two of whom are past presi-

dents of OIA. According to the Revised Constitution of 1966,

"The executive board consists of the elected officers, the im.

mediate past president and six members at large to serve for

terms of three years on a rotating basis, two to be nominated

each year at the annual meeting."

The various interests of the association and its major

activities operate through a system of committegan, The number

and types of these committees has been altered slightly through

the years as the interests of the organization have changed.

Their size has also grown. For example, in 1957 there were 81

committee spaces, and in 1967 there were 132.
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In 1964 OLA formed a Library Development Committee. The

president of OLA at that time wrote: "The charge given to the

committee has deliberately been kept general -to formulate a

dynamic program by which the OLA can advance the development

awl progreas-of-Mio libraries. The committee has been given

wide latitude and powers to investigate any problem that it

oelieves relevant to the improvement of librarianship in Ohio,

and it has full authority to establish such sub-committees as

it deems necessary." He further stated that the committee might

investigate the problem of the State Library and the relation of

OLA.OLTA to ite- It was also suggested that the group consider-

the improvement of financial support for Ohio libraries, the

extension of academic library resources and their co-ordination

with other library resources in the state.

The School District Organization Study staff in 1966 re-

quested OLA to prepare a report on public library purpose and to

present facts regarding the size of efficient library units. A

sub - committee of the Development Committee drafted "A Statement

of the Functions and Objectives of Public Libraries with Spe.

cial Consideration of their Relationship to School Libraries"

and published along with it a "Policy Statemont on Public Li.

brary and School Library Relationships" prepared by two OLA

members who work in the school library field.

The recently formed Membership Services Committee is cone

corned with fringe benefits for library employees. It has
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already conducted a poll and determined that the members are

interested in group life insurance, hospital indemnity benefits

and disability income protection. An underwriter is presently

drawing up policies for this insurance.

'Two_ groups of long standing deal with recruitment and

scholarships. The association grants 000 to a State Library

consultant for trips outside Ohio to interview prospective em.

ployees at library schools in the Midwest. The committee also

organized a file of "positive images librarians to give speeches

on librarianship around the state.

The presideat of the organization has the power to appoint

all committees and designate their chairmen. Nowhere in the

constitution are there any guidelines for selection except the

passage on the Board of Directors quoted earlier. In fact,

membership in the association is of even required. OLA seems

no different from many other associations where the same reli.

able "old hands" are called to serve again and again. Two corm.

mittee members from 1935 currently retain committee assignments.

Table 6 gives an indication of the selection process in forming

committees*

A check on appointments revealed that nearly every com

mittee received at least one new member this year, and there

seems to some evidence that some people who had nevor served

before were selected. On the other hand, two committees (Na.

tional Library Week and Institutions) have had the same people
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serving for four and seven years respectively. The 3ame memo.

ber of the State Library staff has retained a place on the

District Meeting Committee for at least eleven years.

TABLE 6

OMER OF F2DTBERS SERVING ON MORE THAN ONE COMMITTEE

Year

1967*
1966
1964
1961

1957

Number of
Committee Spaces

132
124
64
93
81

Persons Serving
2 Committees

Persons Serving
1Committees

12 4
11 6

7 1

13 3
7 3

*These figures do not include the new Audio - Visual Subcommittee

which includes 9 repeats out of a total of 13 members.

An analysis of committee assignments for 1966 and 1967

revealed that the largest proportion of those selected represent

northeastern Ohio. (See Table 7). This may be attributed in

part to the distribution of professional librarians and possibly

to the fact that four of the past five presidents and the current

presieent-elect are from the same area.

TABLE 7

COMMITTEE REPRESENTATION BY GEOGRAPHIC ARE&

Area

Northeast
Northwest
Southeast
Southwest
Central

MONIIIIEMMOMINW

32
11

2
18

9

119. 6

27
12
4
16
6

*No count was made for those serving on more than one committee.

These areas were determined by arbitrarily dividing the state

into four equal parts with a circle around the Columbus area.
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That representatives from the largest libraries receive

the most committee assignments there is no doubt. Nor is it

surprising in view of the fact that membership support comes

primarily from large libraries.

TABLE 8

CO =TIME REPRESENTATION BY SIZE _OF LI BURY*

MEW in LATEX
Over 100,000
50,000.100,000
25,000.50,000
10,000.25,000
Under 10,000

12§Z

56

9
6

0

55
5
6

0

*Figures do not include persons serving on more than one committee.

TABLE 9

COMMITTEE REPRESENTATION BY TYPE OF LIBRAR1*

Library

Public and State Library
Academic
Library School Faculty
School
Special

77
12
6
8
0

*Figures do not include persons ssrvbg on more than one

committee.

79
7
2

3

Since the rosters of committee members include their titles,

it is interesting that no one was listed who appeared to work in

a non.professional capacity, It is estimated that 10 percent of

the current membership can be classed as non.professional.

Committee assignments for the past ten years indicated that

the same people were selected again and again. Those appointed
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undoubtedly have demonstrated that they are not only capable

but also interested in the association.

ii....3.....2.0LAItskshos:
All of the OLAIs educational programs are co-

sponsored by the State Library. The Regional Training Committee

of OLA draws up the programs along with State Library staff.

Because the State Library finances them, it has final approval

of all plans.

Since '059 the two agencies have conducted an in-service

training program for non-professional library staff. The

faculty is drawn primarily from OLA members who donate their

time However, membership in the association is not required

of the students. In June, 1967. only 14 of the 74 participants

at one of the workshops belonged to °LA.

The programs have traditionally been geared for untrained

personnel in small public libraries. Some of the large metro-

pclitan systems conduct their own in-service training and,

therefore, have little interest in permitting their people to

go, although two of the largest systems (Cuyahoga and Columbus)

occasionally send branch personnel. The classes are held in

three or four areas around the state and enrollment is limited

to about 50 to 75 people at each location. Topics for the pro-

gram may include circulation, reference, bookre"le, and work

with children and young adults. Because the workshops last only

two, or three days a great deal of material is touched on super-

ficially. The knowledge of the students ranges over a wide
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spectrum from new employees fresh out of high school to mature

college graduates with considerable library experience. The

quality of the classas depends to a great extent on the Judi-

vidual instructor and the way he chooses to present the material.

There is uo special leadership training program for the faculty.

Until 1966, no other types of educational programs were

offered. Last year ISCA money was made available for several

other workshops. The first of these was an administrative

training institute for professional librarians only, co-sponsored

by OLA, the State Library, the International City Managers

Association, ALA and the University of Akron's Institute for

Civic Education. It was a pilot project based on the ICMA's

text, Local "lblic Library Administration. Enrollment was

limited to 15 directors of public libraries in communities under

50,000 in northeastern Ohio. A similar administrative training

institute is planned for the fall of this year in the south-

eastern part of the state.

Recently the faculty of the Library School of Western

Reserve University presented a workshop funded by the State

Library and assisted by OM. Participation in the program was

not limited to graduate librarians although most of the students

were professionals. The workshop, "Reference Needs in Ohio",

concentrated on the idea of inter-library co-operation in

answering reference questions and discussed various types of

handbooks.
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Another one.day reference workshop for personnel without

library school, degrees is being offered in four different lo.

cations of the state this summer. Instructors are drawn from

libraries in each area. A book of programmed instruction

dealing with basic reference sources was especially prepared

for these workshops by }Ir.. Donald J. Sager, a_ member of the

Regional Training tommittee.

A small individual registration fee is charged for all of

the workshops, but this does not begin to cover the total ex.

penses. The difference is supplied by the State Library from

LSCA funds, Because OLA has limited money it has not been-able

to offer any educational- programs- -without theAssistance,of the

State Library. In effects the State Library has the power to

decide what-will or will not be done and calls upon_the_acso.

ciation primarily for personnel-to teach classes. The State

Library must enroll employees from public libraries to all its

programs whether they belong to OLA or not. On the other hand,

OLA memberS who work-in non -public libraries are generally per.

witted to participate in theie workshops only on an available

space basis.

.._.Ltn2tA_..ndConfeAstjeDistzvleetine: The entire membership of both

associations is invited to participate in the annual fcil con.

ference and the spring district meetings. The confeirende ro.

tates between Cincinnati4_ Cleveland, Toledo and Columbus, The

staffs of these host libraries handle a< great deal of the-loeal

arrangements. The Executive Director oversees all the program
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planning, invites the speakers and signs up the exhibitors«

The annual business meetings and the election of officers

for both asocliations take place at the conference. Most of

the Round Tables also hold meetings and present their programs«

The trustees conduct a workshop at the same time. The confer-

ence is one of the few association events which features some

speakers from outside °hips participation among trustees has

been exceedingly low .- approximately five percent of the total

membership.

The two associations alai, sponsor a series of one.day

district meetings each spring. While these meetings take place

at various points in the state there are no arbitrary geogra.

Ph4"1 hemndari0A _outlining each district. The idea is to

hold a meeting within a reasonable driving distance from the

home community. A host library is designated for each area to

find quarters large enough to accomodate the gathering and a

place to lunch.

In previous years each area had planned its own programs

and utilized speakers and discussion leaders from the neigh

boring vicinity. However, this spring the same program and

speakers were carried from one meeting to-another. The same

people seem to be frequently requested to deliver the addresses.

mu- "4"""4 'w^"vfm mre nni.- limited tO OLA members. Swme
LUC U104,1a46wy covv44,1.4,0

smaller libraries close for the day so all their employees may

attend. As a result, many non.professionals have an opportunity

to take part. However, an analysis of the programs offered in
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the past shows little consideration of their interests.

The OLA Bulletin: Although OLA sends flyers to keep members

aware of upcoming meetings and special events, the association

primarily communicates with its membership through the Ohio

Library Association Bulletin. The January, 1965, Bulletin

carried the cover message, "Climate-for change" and it_was,

A new editor had turned a dull, small-budget quarterly into a

bright and lively publication which won the H. W. Wilson Li-

brary Periodical Award the following year.

Nearly all the articles are written by Ohio librarians.

An analysis of the types of features which appearedkfrom_1962

to 190 showed that 33 dealt primarily with public libraries,

23 were of general interest such as Xerox copying, literary

discussions, etc., eight covered academic libraries and two

school libraries. Nine speeches were either reprinted or sum.

marized. Some library and personnel news is included in each

issue along with column written by the OLA president and Ex.

ecutie Director. An especially good feature is a cartoon

page which pokes fun at the library world.

Eighty percent of those who responded to Um-Calk-question.

mire said they read the Bulletin regularly, although some of

those reported that the publication did not help in their work,

but they enjoyed reading it anyway,

Ltgislisnye Program: MA's greatest contribution to libraries

and the library profession in the state has been its legislative

1
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program. Policy on legislative matters is set by the OLA Board

of Directors for the association. The Board is advised by its

legislative committee and legal counsel.

Until 1961, the organization hired a Columbus attorney for

each biennial session of the legislature to oversee the program

for that particular session. This usually meant defending the

intangibles tax from continuing assaults. Six years agovla

permanent legal counsel was retained to adv

wide implioations.

interested and sometimes consults with individual libraries

and their legal counsels on problems which might have state.

On the whole, the legislative program over the last two

ise on the entire

program on a continuing basis. In addition, he files "friend

of the court" briefs on any library litigation in which OLA is

sessions has been successful. The base salary for State Li-

brarian was increased by $3.300. A bill was passed to permit

a Board of Trustees to release the library clerk from liability

for loss of funds occuring as a result of matters beyond the

clerk's control. Association libraries were given the right

to appeal rulings of their budget commissions. None of the

measures introduced at this session has been enacted at th

time of this writing.

The Ohio l'Altirvitoundation: ',Ulna joint venture with the

Ohio Library Trustees Association, the Ohio Association of Law

Librarians, the State Library Board, the Ohio Association of
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School Librarians and the College Section of the Ohio College

Association formed the Ohio Library Foundation. This non-u

profit corporation, established in 1963, is designed to promote

better services in all types of libraries in the state. The

current and the two immediate past presidents of the groups

named above and members of the State Library Board comprise

the Board of the Ohio Library Foundation.

While the objectives of the foundation are ambitious...

building programs, scholarships, automated catalogs of public

library holdings and research projects, the group has not been

active in raising foundation capital. As of June, 1967, the

foundation's assets totaled only $5503.67 Part of that was

raised by the sale of publications.

The foundation is the one unifying agency representing a

cross-section of all types of libraries in the state.

II, Thy Oh ;,o Library Trsstees Association

bitlarahVas The Ohio Library Trustees Association has two types

of members---individual and institutional. The constitution

and bylaws of the association makes eligible any member or

former member of a public library board or any person interested

in public libraries. Trustees may join OLA but deny OLTA member--

ship to library employees. Only three trustees presently belong

to

OLTA.

Of th 1760 trustees in Ohio, 1336 retain membership in

Individual dues were only $1.00 per year until 1967 when

they were increased to $3.00* As result of the increase,



membership dropped.

TABLE 10

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIPS IN OLTA

Year Numbet.d120112212

1967 1336

1966 1580

1965 1566

1964 1426

1963 1463

1962 1530

1961 1532

1960 1478

1959 :_145,

1958 1463

145,

The bulk of the income used for OLTA expenses and for uper.

ating the executive offices is derived from institutional member.

ships. Authority to pay such dues from library funds is based on

Ohio Attorney General's Opinion 1948, No. 4122 and a 1952 ruling

from the Bureau of Inspection and Supervision of Public Offices.

Only public libraries may join OLTA as institutions. How-

ever. OLA began enrolling institutional members from both public

and non.public libraries in 1967. To date 14 public two college,

and two institutional libraries have joined. OLA dues are small

.$10 to $35 and assessed according to the budget of the library.

There are 259 public libraries in Ohio eligible to join

OLTA. At present, 219 have joined.
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'AGc..........1..1.01,11minBeit: OLTA is governed by an executive committee

along with a president, vice-President and secretary. The Execu-

tive Director serves as permanent treasurer. A elate of officers

selevted by a nominating committee is presented for election at

the annual conference.

The president and vice-president may serve only two con.

secutive terms. ao restrictions are placed on the secretary or

members of the executive committee. This committee was composed

of three members until 1967 then an additional space was added

to provide a better geographical representation of trustees

throughout the- state.N

An analysis of the components of the governing body for

the years 1957 through 1967 showed that there were 72 possible

positions including officers and board members. Yet, in actu-

ality, only 16 people ever held office. One trustee has been

electod continuously since 1953. Three new members were nomi-

nated for the executive Board just this year.

TABLE 11

NUMBER OF YEARS ON OLTA GOVERNING BODY

BY INDIVIDUAL TRUSTEES: 1957.1967

Number of Years

11

9
8
6
5
4
2
1

Number of Trustees

1

1

1

2
4
3
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Geographical representation and size of library among those

holding office over the past ten years is shown in Tables 12

and 13.

TABLE 12

GEOGRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION AMONG OFFICE HULDERS

Geggravhi cal Area

Northeast

Northwest

Southeast

Southwest

Central

Years of Service

3?

2

8

8

19

111.0111=111mumammme011111111MlimoomftlElammigoill01.11111.4111M111111

TABLE 13

SIZE OF LIBRARY AMONG OFFICE IIDLDERS

Size of Library
(Number of Volumes)

Under 10,000

10,001.25,000

25,001.50,000

50,001.100,000

100,001 - plus

Years of Service

0

9

21

9

35

Several trustees have served on various OLA panels, par.

ticularly the Awards and Honors Committee* Currently OLTA has

representatives on MA's Legislative and Library Development

Committees* However, both of these persons are also on the OLTA

governing authority.
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OLTA Meetings: The trustees association-does not conduct any

conferences for its members alone. All district meetings and

conferences are held under the joint auspices of OLA and OLTA.

The programs are primarily oriented toward library personnel.

It has been the custom to plan some part of these events

exclusively for the trustees. All planning rests with the

officers and the Executive Director.

Trustees interviewed in connection with the survey and

those responding to the questionnaire stated that lack of time

preventeG tleir participation at meetings. Undoubtedly, this

is a major factor. Many of them cannot take time from their

business affairs to go to all day meetings which may be held a

considerable distance from their homes. Also, one might suspect

that the programming has not stimulated them enough to make the

effort to attend.

The following table lists the number of OLTA members who

came to fall conferences and district meetings during: the past

four years.

TABLE 14

ATTENDANCE AT CONFERENCE AND DISTRICT MEETINGS

Number at Number at

Year Miletaimpf Members Conference District Meetings

75
82

61

32

1967 1336 102

1966 1580 65

1965 1566 82

1964 1496 47

-7"
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Every trustee who was interviewed remarked that the bulk.

of library board meMbers.tend to have a parochial outlook -and

take little interest in_state-oilde-Affairs except for those-

issues which affect their own libraries.

Perhaps part of the lack of trustee participation must

rest with the librarians. If a library director does not stress..

OLTA to his board, does not. encourage attendance at meetings, and

does not keep members up to date on publications of the executive

office, the trustees may come to regard the association as

unimportant.

The OhialaragyTrusteet The Ohio Library01-Trustee is the pri-

mary channel of coma unication with the membership. This ouarterly

publication is sent to every Ohio trustee whether he belongs to

OLTA or not.

At present, the magazine carries news .of trustee appoint-

ments and library bond issues which obviously. tave been culled

from small-town newspaper Clippings.. A large amount of ..space

is devoted to announcements of conference and district meeting

programs even though flyers are sent to each member publicizing

these events. Then the speeches delivered at the meetings are

reprinted. The "Report of the Legal Counsel" is probably the

most helpful regular column in the Trustee. -A great deal of

type is given to urging the members to go to meetings and Fay up

their dues. All in all, the publication does not seem aimed for

its audience if one considers that, theoretically, trustees re-

present the intellectual cnd professional elite in their

communities.



Chapter VIII

Recommendations

The following recommendations are presented with the

assumption that the Ohio State Library Board has the obligation

to discharge its responabilities by whatever means are avail.

able including contracting for the use of material and profess

sional resources and physical facilities from other libraries

or agencies in the State of Ohio or outside of its borders, In

fulfilling its functions the State Library Board should not rely

solely on its own resources, material or professionals.

It is also assumed that all recommendations respecting

changes in or additions to statutes will be referred to the

state Attorney General for review and advice.

Recommettotindatimswitle014 tiateLibra:

A. Library

1* T.....Ehe,StateLdtTaZ.At5a4LJLdagLlajLglkt

......Itb""ildta2datAng212EftEttnd4E-
and LSCA activities.

The activities of these two units are inextricably related

and their formal integration will strengthen the Library's develop.

went program. The consolidation should be implemented at once

with the optimum size to be determined later. The proposed unit

will integrate all consultant efforts and thus provide opportunities

for more effective service.



2. The Travelling be

a101.914.11.1.241Lidammlorenea
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by transferring its resources to regional

or local libraries proaosed later in .,his

report.

Distribution of popular and ephemeral works is a local

public library function. Indeed it is questionable whether

even a regional library should provide long-term bulk loans to

school and public libraries. It is-clearly not an activity for

a State Library when serving in this capacity vitiates its at-

tempts to encourage viable local libraries. Because of the long

tradition of service, it seems wise not to discontinue the sera

vice but to transfer it to regional and local libraries as pro.

posed in Recommendation D. arvices toLocalPibrale,

following.

3. The St-at, Library's regional service centers,

taid_121.phased out. their_ resoaremirw,.

-ferred to regional or local libraries and

their ervice obli ation a sumed b Columbus-

ased state Library PersonntLalLtUssal

libraries, under contract Ath the State

Library,.

At best the regional service centers have served as a stop-

gap to bolster local library service. Their functions should be

taken over by other units. The library development unit suggested

above should be enlarged to provide the consultant-help necessary
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to assist local library development until the regional systems

proposed later- are able to carry-those- services.

Operation-of-bookmobile centers by the

1..______z.j.ou3_.L_.z.bet2StateLibrarsiasedoutb

transferring resources and 223_piiment to

libraries by contract.

Recommendation 1.141 sets forth several methods for sup.

plying certain services to libraries in counties_in_whith =local

resources are limited. The purpose of recommendations I.A.2.4

is to reduce the administrative and operational burden of the.

State-Library-with-respect to operation of direct_services so

that it can devote its energies to other matters of a general

leadership character. It is not proposed, however, to terminate

these services. Rather, it is recommended that they be turned

over to area library service systems or to local libraries on-

contract. It should be understood that the area library service

syYtems are to be locally managed, but state financed. The

State Library Board will wish to set forth the general policies

which should govern the service programs of the systems or local

libraries in these oases. Policy with respect to service to

schools should be incorporated into these general policy guides.

5. The State Library should reaffirm its

-leadgrabiLEgt.E2E-MattattaLIALAPA

as smaller rurallatuagja.magala
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suitable consultant service and by

lait&ating_match into basic li.

kEEZ.2E214MM,

The traditional services to small libraries will always be

an important effort, but it is clear that larger libraries have

the professional skills and competence to handle such concerns.

Urban libraries, however, can use assistance in developing imag.

inative programs for the functionally illiterate, in establishing

sound bases for serving suburban patrons, for communications and

delivery systems. Beyond this there is a need to remain au

courant with technological innovations affecting library service

for urban communities. Through special grants the State-TAbrary

could also make possible cooperative research programs with

urban libraries and library schools on pressing urban library

problems.

6. Library

overnmental service unit whose exelu_

save function is to provide professional

librarian assistance to other state,

agencies and thelmislature. the unit

should be established at the earliest

possible time with an initial staff of

the afessional ^librarians.
Although the Library staff have recognized an obligation to

facilitate access to reference information and to provide help in

library development to other state agencies and the legislature,



there is no mechanism for providing such service.

Interviews with state agency permnel revs that there

is a need for broad scale service for state agencies which

support central libraries and also for those which maintain

only small office collections.

The Ohio. General Assembly should also have the opportunity

of utilizing the resources of the Library tar more than it is

presently able to do. The Ohio Legislative Service Commission

does have a central library with a full -time rosearch librarian.

The Commission's research staff utilizes the resources of the

State Library, especially the government publications, but it

is reported that the holdings of the Library are generally in.'

adequate for their purposes.

7. The State Library should at an early time

study the feasibility of rovidifl a state

wide. service of purchasing and processing

library materials; in theinterip4.22

--isionof the- resent-cAnter-reouirine

high cost automated equipment

The State Library is performing purchasing and processing

services for 52 public, school and college libraries. The pres-

sures on present facilities and equipment of the State Library

have been increasing. There is understandable temptation for

the State Library to move at once to a computerised operation,

increasing the capability for giving these services. However,

previous studies indicate that-there-are many -considerations_ -
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which must be taken into account before a full scale centralized

purchasing and processing effort is launched.

Not withstanding the need for a survey to determine the

most effective service the State Library can offer, some atten.

tion should be given to the present operation. A careful deter-

mination of actual costs including staff and facilities should

be made and reflected in the charges for service.

8. ITIAtaIlLiarawametWaA4gltstkag.

anal--sinar......4....leinformation cony

cernin the libraries of the state should

be reviewed with a view to increasing

abilit of the State Librariaa.anstlisdel

to di cover trends make forecasts and de.

veloroz_k.iofaccomrwl.ehensive

1ADBUS*

Sufficient evidence of serious problems of finance, col-

lections and staff which lie ahead has been uncovered in the

course of this study to make it evident that the present methods

of reporting and analysis of information regarding libraries is

grossly inadequate. It is a matter of the most urgent priority

that this situation be rectified. A person skilled in statis-

tics and knowledgable in political science and/or public admin-

istration (with a theoretical bent) should be employed for this

major task. Data suggesting a serious downturn in public li.

brary services have been located for this study, part of it

coming from publications of the State Library. However, in many
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cases, particularly respecting personnel, collections and use

of libraries, the data are fragmentary and of questionable

authority and, therefore, subject to various interpretations.

Consequently certain co elusions which might have been reached--

cannot be stated for lack of clear evidence.

B. Providing State -wide

As a primary aim, all local public libraries attempt to

include in their collections those types of materials which are

in great demand. Typically, these include recent popular fiction

and non-fiction books, popular periodicals and newspapers, and

certain basic reference materials. Although the specific titles

will vary according to community interests, a library which does

not meet these fundamental needs is not adequately- -achieving-itsT

basic service objectives. Except for libraries serving large

urban centers, the local library ordinarily does not typically

acquire reference: materials in the depth needed by serious ref-

erence users.

Special -braries maintained by state and local governmEA

vide. The State Library is a proper agency for facilitating

access to reference materials which cannot be provided by local

1

11[_

agencies and private industrial and cultural corporations acquire

those resources necessary for effectively accomplishing the

purposes of the sponsoring organization. However, the very

nature of special libraries requires that heavy emphasis be

placed on a fairly narrow range of subjects. There are always

demands for materials which go further than the library can pro".
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or special subject libraries. The State Library is now used by

a large number of libraries as a backstop for reference materials.

With respect to meeting the reference needs of other state

government agencies and the legislature, no permanent statistics

are kept which describe service offered personnel from these

organizations. Administrators and librarians of agencies which

are visited generally indicated satisfaction with the avail-

ability of needed documents but expressed reservations about the

Library's adequacy in meeting their reference needs.

Interviews with personnel of some of the state agencies

which maintain libraries indicated a pressing need for materials

which the agency library normally doss not acquire. There are no

regularized procedures for obtaining-needed mater ails-from-the

State Library collection for these libraries and no mechanism

whereby the State Library will obtain them if not held in its

own .tollection.

1. An assessment should be madled.212kkalaal

of the State_Library and those of prince

public and special libraries in the state in

order to determine possible roles each could

atelta

2. ..1-leabOVe-iti'leStateroib_rarvshOUld
ascertain the use which best can be made of

and then sheAtAnele_galligaglitileMEWASZ
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3. iiiLca.ttstandinfibrarim

should be retained as a permanent full -

time taff member of the State Libra to

maintain the collections and to assume

major responsibility for assuring growth

in th22gligaiteLdirmilLEadtdAs

.........litheibacd22ALV2212PAILAAMNEALL

perform.

k. ........§............tmetateubangealdgaattagLAtt

major libraries in the state to make all

or portions o, their_collections available

to libraries thro _out, the state.

Such an arrangement is a necessary condition for developing

a viable reference system. It is clear that because of respon-

sibilities to local residents such major libraries as the Cleve-

land Public Library and the Cincinnati aad Hamilton County Public

Library could not participate in a state -wide effort unless they

were properly reimbursed for the use of the collections and the

services of professional staff. Such reimbursement, of course,

cannot be considered adequate if it covers only the cost of

handling and walling requests, The effect of contracting with

these major libraries could open up for state -wide use millions

of volumes selected over the years at great cost and effort.

A payment for "on- line" service to cover making existing

collections available as freely as possible is a basic rewire.

ment of creating a system based on existing strong points.
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There is no reasonable alternative to building upon strength

unless the state were prepared to invest large sums in col-

'Actions and facilities for the State Library. All costs of

operating this system should be borne by the state. The pre

sent practice of charging postage for inter-library loans both

inhibits use of the present system and is doubtless uneconomic.

5. The Union Catalog presently maintained

b the Sta Libra should be broadened

..........m.tinsaoimljatcggubibliographic center.

Such a center would make it possible for the state to offer

a broad scale identification, llcation and acquisition reference

service. Through the center, Ohio libraries of all types could

obtain needed reference resources. It would be expected that

once the Ohio College Library Center is operational, formal

links would be established with it and, through it, with Ohio

institutions of higher education.

6. 'aicAstate.dezrinunicationand

deliverr system linking all public

libraries and state agencies with the

Mate Library should bg.ftelkama.

The development of such a rapid communication and delivery

system is the am non of an effective state-wide reference

system.

7. Itm should

be sc_A. 4,_a_itinued
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As As noted previously, this department serves essentially

as a quasi-public library. This is not a proper function for

a State Library and is properly the responsibility of the

Columbus Public Library. The governmental service unit recom-

mended earlier would be the appropriate substitute.

C. Changes in the Law Relating to the State Library:

An analysis of the State Library operations reveals that

many programs are being carried on without benefit of permanent

law and that others are based on inferences from limited existing

statutory authority, or in budgetary authorizations contained

in the biennial appropriati As acts. For the most part, existing

statutes, in creating the State Library Board and the State

Library, deal specifically with the internal affairs and manage.

meat of the library plant and do not, save for Ohio Revised Code,

Secs. 3375.05 and 3375.47, empower the Library Board to estab.

lish or to administer an explicit overall public library develop-

ment policy in which the State Library is expected to play a

key role.

Without general legislative direction and support, the

Hoard has been becalmed. Accordingly, the following recommen-

dations are made with a view to strengthening tea Board's role

in furnishing leadership in state-wide library planning.

1. A bzatelat.oadbenivelic

......11shoLdki12112t01altitELELIE

regarding public library development
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and the role of thlAtEttjkijaciala

connection with such development.

The lack of a general policy statement has had the effect

of suspending the State Library Board between the need on the

part of the Ohio library interelts fur state -wide leadership

and the opportunities for such leadership afforded by federal

library aid programs. A policy statement of this kind is also

needed to give the state legislature a commitment of responsi-

bility for library development. It is to be hoped that this

would lead to a more realistic financial participation in such

development by the state.

2. '.........__..a...._...aBoaz..._...ra._I'heStateLibzTdshouldbeiven

broad statutory ativalx.to develop

standards for all levels _of, ublic

library service and ma ent, innrludina

deaktILDLJatzttalkaliLatatkeitiga

oLtilLatat211brars.

Adoption of such standards by public libraries should be

encouraged through an additional statutory authority of the

Board to administer state and federal grants-in-aid to libraries

in accordance with the standarAq,

3. The State Library ahould be designated

1221EPLALVA.tolzulA21111Etama:

siblefor_p_i.rovidrartirba

service to all branches of the state
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governments including advice and,

assistance to agencies operatin

their own libraries.

A provision of this kind in the law would give the Library

and the institutional service proposed clear and unquestioned

charge of leadership in library service development. Legisla-

tive sanction of this kind is imperative to assure the full

effectiveness of the State Library.

MgmbatIJICAMAtitlakEimItel

should be appointed by the Governor

with the advice and consent of the

Ohio Senate.

The transfer of the appointing power to the Governor from

the Department of Education should have the effect of continuing

the evolution of the Library as a self contained and independent

agency of the executive branch and of facilitating both a tie

and a rapport with the chief executive of the state.

D. govicep to Local Public Libraries:

One is the principal purposes of state action is to equalize

educational opportunities without discouraging maximum interest

and effort on the part of local governments. As indicated earlier

in this report. there are at least two types of counties in Ohio

where this equalization effort is needed: a large area in the

southeastern part of the state, classified as Appalachia; and

isolated counties in virtually every other part of the state.

Following is a list of some of the services which would be found
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useful in the libraries in both types of counties. Organi-

zational solutions will be discussed later.

Materials: A major problem in the libraries in the less well-

developed counties is the lack of adequate stocks of materials.

Book stocks are often outdated and limited in coverage both of

subjects of current interest and of various types of materials.

Patrons of these libraries will benefit immediately by the pro-

vision of materials, processed and ready to be used, by the

provision of "new book rooms" where librarians might inspect

materials without having to commit their limited funds for pule-

chases and similar services suggested by the following list:

a. Central ordering and processing.

b. Permanent additions of materials to

local libraries.

a. Temporary additions of materials to

local libraries.

d. Temporary addition of multiple copies

of materials in great demand.

e. Supplying oA back files of periodicals

as need arises.

f. Supplying of audio-visual materials

and necessary equipment for their use.

g. Supplying of government and/or United

Nations publications of special local

interest.

Lists and Catalogs: Lack of access to all types of lists and

italogs of materials currently available is often another

limitation of the local situation. Despite the plethora of

communications devices, it is still difficult for the librarians

_ _ _
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who do not live in or near large population centers to keep up

with what is available. Services such as the following will

be helpful:

a. Aid in locating special materials

requested at the local level but

which cannot be identified.

b. Issuance of lists of materials on

special topics of state or national

current interest.

c. Issuance of lists of materials on

topics of special interest to

students or teachers.

d. Provision of discussion guides and

other supplements to library materials.

Advisory Services: Perhaps the best received service of the

Ohio State Library (and, probably, of virtually every other

state library agency in the country) is the visit by an advisor

who can be expected to supply technical advice based on proven

experience and special training. Yet this service is plainly

not given frequently enough to have much impact on the library

service an individual may expect to receive from his local li-

brary. In addition, no one person can be expert in all aspects

of library service, so this advice is necessarily somewhat lop.

sided depending on the experience of the advisor. If those

services, such as those suggested below, were given by a staff

consisting of persons with varied backgrounds, and were given

frequently, the impact on local service to the library user

would be increased:
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b. Financial management.

c. Service programs for various age

and interest groups.

d. Library technical services.

Program Services: The current shortage of trained personnel in

f. Analysis of community needs.

e. Building of collections.

libraries combined with the financial limitations of many local

libraries make it impossible for the residents of many communities

to have the services of specialists in service to special age or

interest groups. Some examples of personnel which could be

Shared for establishing and maintaining programs in local libraries

are:

a. Children's librarians.

h. Specialists in use of ,audio- visual

materials.

Auxiliary Services: In addition to services which might be

channeled through local libraries to users, there are others

c Reference librarians.

which are primarily directed toward individuals, either persons

employed in libraries or individuals who may benefit from direct

library services but who do not live near library outlets:

a. In- service training programs for

library personnel.

b. Bibliographic services tying the

local library to a state -wide

reference network.

c. Training programs for library

trustees*
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d. Publicity and public relations

programs.

e. Bookmobile and other direct

library services.

Regionalization: These services will be most efficiently and

effectively offered through organizations large enough to realize

the economies of scale. Further, experience in establishing new

organizations to give services to libraries in a region (New

York State, for example) as compared with attempting to add

regional service responsibilities to existing organizations

without close supervision by the state (Pennsylvania. for exp.

ample) suggests very strongly that the former method is more

effective. It appears to evoke regional rather than local

attitudes toward need for service more easily; it appears to

attract more and better qualified professional leadership than

the latter. The regional rather than a county by county approach

to the matter will make it possible to base the services on a

relatively large number of persons and a relatively large area.

Thus. the scope of responsibility should be sufficient to at-

tract professional persons of first rank. Many of the counties

for which these services are proposed are quite small in all

respects and cannot hope in the future to provide both the fi

nancial and program attractions necessary to compete in the

state or national market for scarce personnel.

1. It is recommended that programa service

activities
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en um erated above be_ established bi one

of two means First, in reas such as

tlie....L...a.tsterLiesouttrntofthestate

locally controlled, state-financed area

lAtEMAIMULAMiktelatMULAJEltitz

lisped. Second, contracts with axis

strong libraries. normally largeoblic

libraries, should be arranged to suxroly

services to isolated counties in need

of equalization.

Area Library Service Systems: The purpose of these organizations

will be to provide a vehicle for equalization of access to mini-

mum library and information services in large areas financially

incapable of supplying such minimums on local resources alone.

Manizatimv An organization meeting of trustees in a region

may be called either by two or more local public library boards

acting jointly or by the State Librarian. If a majority of lc).»

cal library trustees attending such a meeting agree to form an

area library service system, trustees of the new organization

will be elected by vote of all local library trustees in the

area. The State Librarian shall establish procedures for holding

elections and for calling organizational meetings of trustees so

elected.

Boardt The question of whether board members may be local li-

brary trustees should be examined by legal counsel. The board

should consist of not less than seven nor more than nine members.
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the first trustees elected to serve staggered terms of office.

The term of office following initial terms should be either

three or five years and no person should serve more than two

consecutive terms.

Duties of the Board: The board will organize the service system,

select a chief administrator (head librarian) suitably qualified

according to state certification regulations, formulate policy

and plan resources and services, operating in concert with

boards of trustees in the area. The primary evidence of these

activities will be a plan of action to be submitted for approval

to the State Librarian and then for approval by the State Library

Board. Allocation of funds will follow approval of this plan.

Contracts with IMOLIINWLIdamalw A contract for rendering

area system-type service to isolated counties incapable of sup-

porting library service of minimum acceptable quality may be

substituted for the area library service system concept.

Local Reactions: Methods for eliciting local reactions and

suggestions for service programs should be provided in those

counties where these services are carried out by contract with

existing libraries. Intensive field work by State Library re.

pressntatives in those areas is one method; the formation of

county library or friends of library councils may be another.

To a considerable extent, gaining the feedback suggested here

will be a matter of trial and error. However, it cannot be

neglected.
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Financing: State appropriations (including portions of federal

funds received by the State Library and allocated to this pur-

pose) should be divided into two primary types of grants:

organizational or establishment grants and continuing support

grants. In order to determine the sums needed for annual sup

port the following formula is recommended, to be calculated

separately for each county in the region:

X = ($3.00. A)BC

Where: X = The annual state grant for operations.

A = The average amount of money per capita

paid for local library support, excluding

capital expenditures, out of local funds

including the intangibles tax and any

operating levy, for the past three years.

The percentage of local situs intangibles

tax allocated to public library support.

C = The population of the county, estimated

by the Ohio Development Department,

Economic Research Division.

The resulting sum would then become the support grant for

the regional library. Materials and services could be allocated

in a similar manner, after provision had been made .1: or the sup-

porting organization needed. However, the board of trustees

should be free to develop a plan for another method of distri-

bution of funds, such plan to be approved by the State Library

Board. Appeals based on equity of treatment by local library

boards or other groups should be heard by the Ohio State Library

Board. The figure of $3.00 is recommended here as a reasonable
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"floor" to support for local library service.

County Library Councils A council of local public library

trustees should determine the number of persons residing in

the primary service area of each local public library. The

State Librarian acting on the approval of the State Library

Board should have authority to make that determination should

a council not be created or where it cannot reach final

decisions.

R commendation P rsonnels

A. The State Libra s methods of coil
tin data

res : ctin rsonnel and of anal sin: it and

mplidhinstia results should be the sublet.

dia.tetuimoverofintensivearxlimmeandaent.

An earlier recommendation described the need to improve data

gathering and analysis generally. In a sehoes this recommendation

only reinforces that earlier one. However, there is a special

urgency in gaining a firm control over data in the area of per-

sonnel. First, this is essential so that trends may be noted

in personnel supply and adequate forecasts prepared. Second,

since personnel accounts for so large a proportion of the oper.

ating budget, major management problems in libraries may be die-

Closed by thoughtful and consistent analysis of personnel data

over a period time.

B. The State Librarian should take leadership in

developing methods of efficient uti.].ization of',

Personnel. This leadership should take the
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-.....LVITSLI3091362414PWorelia.0.

mtrimetal .o ram

Examination of the utilization of librarians in public

libraries both through direct observation and through exam-

ination of the percentage distribution of budgets leads one to

the conclusion first that radical changes in employment of pro-

tessional librarians in public libraries (and perhaps all li-

braries) is an immediate need in order to control expenditures

for personnel, to make the profession attractive to outstanding

young people and to adapt to the pressures of a personnel supply

which is inadequate for all professions today. Second, it

appears that a number of medium-sized public libraries are

headed by persons who will need to be replaced because of normal

attrition in the coming decade. Their replacements may appear

from the ranks of middle management in the large public libraries,

from recruitment from other states and from the ranks of persons

only partially prepared. However, conscious development of

leadership within Ohio will be required if these critical po-

sitions are to be filled to best advantage.

C. mutatiumEadag should take leadership in

f ersonnel at various level in libraries.

Mid-career trainin for librarians who are

assuming leadershiz_poitionre.ehro-

IMPAINtaerl...42aLALW212:110X21EIMI

are required. but it is equally necessary to
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library technicians and clerks.

Maximum utilization of personnel will be required of all

institutions in the coming years. Such usage will require both

the development of attitudes of acceptance toward continuing

education a: 4 development of training programs at all levels.

Of course, the State Librarian should work with individuals and

institutions already engaged in training librarians, but he

should also look to university extension agencies, community

colleges and all other_ netitutions which are prepared to assist

him. It will also be wise to involve persons from the various

academic disciplines in these programs if they are to be of

greatest value to the individual, the profession and the various

institutions.

Attention should be given to the need for maximum develop.

ment and utilization of State Library personnel. Imaginative

programs for the further development of State Library staff

members should be developed. Policies on out of state travel

and participation in out of state conferences and workshops must

be changed if Ohio is to fully develop its present State Library

personnel and if it is to be successful in recruiting capable

people to the State Library staff.

D. Fa t...214..Le training of professional

31419 :Lane should be increased so as to increase

Acaupsja222rjuif o both the Id and
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While the data for the personnel section of this report

are in certain ways very limited, it is nonetheless clear that

the supply of librarians in Ohio is falling behind that of the

nation. If Ohio is to develop its overall potential rapidly,

this situation cannot be tolerated for long. The increasing

dependence of education, industry and government on information

supply calls for personnel trained in the techniques of librarian.

ship. At the same time research in librarianship is needed.

Production of increased numbers of persons skilled in research

should be a major aim of a program designed to increase the

supply of skilled persons generally.

E. Lpaimit.nofzecruitnitlenoulbeinetitut

by the State Librarian.

If working conditions are good and if programs are inspiring,

a program of recruitment of young persons to librarianship will

be successful. Thus, recruitment of itself is not of first

priority in personnel management, but it is essential that it be

a part of a total program. The central position of the State

Library suggests it as the focal point for recruitment.

F. The total number of positionforiiall

trained librarians should be increaserdinin,_hio

through amorous programs designed to.poin.t.12

the need for such yersons knichools. _c9ilogee

and universities. Public libraries and businesses

and industries toasting ,special librarians.
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While it is entirely possible that professionally trained

librarians are being misused in the sense that they do not

always carry out duties requiring the degree of acadomic

training they have received, still the total number of positions

in all types of libraries appears to be declining with respect

to their potential audiences. The exception to this rule occurs

in the public schools, where a definite compromise with normal

educational requirements for librarianship has been made.

Looking to the long.run future, and to Ohio's potential indus-

trial and business development, and to the expanding need for

higher education, it is imperative that an adequate supply of

positions be maintained to staff this part of the information

industry.

III. Re mmendation with Re et to Governance:

A. ......._......aTheOhio,StrteIAIO2LmjlatLphggAjmzy2

immediately to es:tat:143i means for 42I1E:

mining the long .range basis of financial

ORMELLat.V1112)Atattktuft.iettat

which could be undertaken, immediately is

to establish a study g`oun involving the

Boards the OLA.OLTA, and representatives of

the a,and branches of

government.

The area library resource centers represent a move toward

one fundamental financial issue: equalization. However, there
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are other serious problems of finance to be net during the next

several years. Questions of equity of distribution, and of the

potential adequacy of the present intangibles tax to support--

future growth of libraries are regarded as pressing* However,

the members of this survey team have sensed among librarians

both considerable distress over the present method ofsupport

(the intangibles tax, despite other possible alternatives, is

THE base) and a distinct lack of consensus over even questioning

that method. It is probable that challenges from groups, outside

librarianship will increase in intensity and frequency. It is

incumbent on the Ohio State Library Board to begin what most

surely will be a difficult process: that of developing an ac-

ceptable, reasonable base of future support which will provide,

for solution of prement problems as Well as providing for future

growth. Cooperative efforts hero, are essential to permit all

the possible problem areas to be dtcerned and to gain some

workable consensus on solutions.

Be Recommendations to t........g.Aheleisapatwililsguesk

library centers should

contain the following general provisions:

1. A. statement of intentions or obaectives*

2. .be

the d stribution of funderhich. at the

same _time. IOU provide for maxjaa

flexibility as conciliations change.
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3. Alori....g..........4.,,t..................botheMosttrantofautlate

,Library to permt ra id or anizationof

the units. operation according to a plan

ItatarotilejLhio Stattlprarr

gatElLatriodic2:1MIUMSALIMItiN121

1...1..,14111111.101e2.111204.19.42080nable

regulation or direction.

The present state aid law contains no statement of legisla-

tive intent, and is open to regulation on all counts by the

State Library Board. That is a more acceptable method .of. oper.

sting when the total sums of money involved are small than when

they are large. No change is proposed with respect to existing

aid. In the case of the recommended area library service centers,

however, the sums of money will run into several million dollars

annually. Furthermore, this program is recommended primarily as

an effort toward equalization. For these reasons, it will be

wise to propose to the legislature that it state its intention

with respect to these larger sums and, at the same time, that it

afford the State Library Board the flexibility and authority

which will be required if an experimental attitude toward the-

proposed units is to be maintained. While these units are con-

ceived of as locally generated, it will be wise to permit their

creation by State Library Board initiative also.

C. msz.p.,Ildr..___,.....TheStateLibraskovide.leader^in

the matter of e aitable distribution of income
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from the intangibles tax among libraries

1......ilithiME1121112!&22411112Egattla

Z-04112iA1111211111tIntjtalLgEtat

a........EutholUlaltlAtatatnnaleJaLta

1. Set definitions and standards

of service and other guidelines

to such dtg.......L"....tributiotheseto

Erovide for uneven distribution

Serve as a body to which appeals

on the basis of equity of treat-

went mi . at be brought bar local

library boards of trastges.

One of the patent inequities in the financing of public

library services in Ohio is that which arises from unaccountable

differences in financial levels among communities in the same

county. These inequities have grown up as a result of the lack

of statutory or other standards and guides to distribution. The

logical authority to define what is meant by the term "public

library service" and to set standards of service or make other

pronouncements which may be useful to the county budget commissions

is the State Library Board.

D. The State Libra Board sh uld formulat

policy with restct to the length of tenure

in office it deems suitable for library



trustees.....ould be publicized

......W......14111ibrabforthedancoloard

throu-h the-re-ular methods cf ftffArina

ice already in effect,

If general agreement can be reached, the regularization

of term of office for trustees at either four or seven years is

advised. Limits on number of terms could then become a matter

of advice, but not a matter for the statutes. There is no in-

tention to criticize present members of boards of library trus-

tees here. Rather, the effort is to gain the benefit of injec-

tion of new ideas and energies into the institutions while at the

same time providing a considerable degree of continuity, Of course,
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present members of boards may be exempted from this rule, However,

it would be to the general advantage of public libraries to

"graduate" periodically several persons into the citizenry who are

sympathetic to the aims of libraries and who are knowledgable as to

the problems and prospects of library service,

E. Efforts should be madt_to establish orenhance

§...flaiotexitincloerelibetween cublic

library boards of trustees._ the %ate Library

Board and librarian on the one hand and

municipal. and sc_,.hool officials on the other,

This recommendation stands not as a prescription but more

as a directional sign. The public library is a part of govern-

ment; it is one of the many institutions created in a democratic

society which all together have as their concern the general

welfare of the citizenry, As such, the public libraryts long.
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term health is dependent upon the ability of the various insti-

tutions to work together as a system rather than as a group of

unintegrated parts. One of the first impressions one receives

upon coming into Ohio to look at its public libraries is of a

lack of communication between librarians and trustees, on the

one hand, and elected or other officials on the other. Tensions

among organizations are to a degree healthy; lack of understanding

is not.

mendations Corn munications:

A. An office for bile information should be

establiahed in the State Librausagstar,

of this office should have asapss to profes-

sional public relations counsel on a con.

tractual basis.

The responsibilities of this unit should encompass programs

of public reporting and staff communications for the State Library.

However, its primary work should be in development of coordinated

state -wide programs of acquainting the public with the opportunities

offered to them through library services* The expertise of the

permanent staff should be augmented on a consulting basis with

commercial public relations counsel.

B. Advise servicets4pul0 be made available to,

local libraries to = able them to develo

programs,

more
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In view of the considerable sum of money now being spent

on public library services in Ohio, it is reasonable to attempt

to insure that knowledge of the services available-be made

freely available. Librarians and board monbers have generally

neglected this aspect of their responsibilities, perhaps with

the thought that it is unseemly for a professional person admin.

istering a public service to advertise. Selective dignified

programs of publicity should rather be regarded as part of each

public agency's responsibility to report its stewardship to the

public. Without such programs, public reporting is, to say the

least, incoAplete.

Whether this advisory service is offered through the or--

ganization of a staff department in the State Library or by

contract with another agency is relatively unimportant and should

be the subject of administrative determination. It may be pointed

out that, while contract services are sometimes rather expensive,

they do not burden the organization with permanent staff.

C. Rio Library Public Relations Cluneil.phoup

be formed to assist the State Library _staff in

delritate-ivide coMaigitiatMalleal

via irot)3..Liisg.cervi.

This recommendation might be carried out in cooperation

and perhaps on contract with the Ohio Library Foundation.

Members of the Council should be chosen from among public li.

brary public relations practitioners in Ohio. The Council's
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work should be funded from the State Library budget. There are

at present several full-time public relations persons employed

in Ohio's libraries and it may be assumed that others will be

employed

D. Th Ohio State Libra Board in th develo..ent

aLj.lp,.Am.,.tndiitation of standards and rfigulations

should encouragg public libraries to carry out

public rl, atons programs as hart of theeir

normal activities.

Various occasions and devices, as for example National

Library Week, will afford occasions for public relations programs.

However, such programs should be considered as a normal respon-

sibility of local libraries just as much as are offering service

for a minimum number of hours per week, purchasing a minimum

number of titles per year and other activities.

E. inhiadminia"rtsanthe
State

Librarian should encoura e blic libra trus-

tees and librarian: to form regional libra

development_ councils paralselina the eight

develop ent regions set forth byr the Ohio

Development Department.

In the report quoted in the Introduction, the Development

Department has defined eight regions based on "...an analysis

of state characteristics, including topography, natural resources,

population, economy, transportation and communication." In each

of these regions, a regional planning and development commission
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is to be formed. Establishing and maintaining contact with

these commissions will be of great importance. Active partici.

pation by trustees and librarians in the planning process

carried out by these commissions is a highly desirable goal

and presents an opportunity to establish communication links

with local governments. It would be preferable to seek active

partnership in this effort soon rather than late.

There are already certain existing regional councils

existing among librarians. Examples are the Southwestern wio

Rural Libraries (SWORL), the Miami Valley Librarians and the

Greater Cleveland Administrators grows. These councils provide

means for communication among librarians and trustees. The

present recommendation is that these groups either reform

around the Development Department's regions and enlarge their

purposes or that new organizations be developed if the first

approach is not found acceptable.

F. Airri'11....ii..,...t,..,_:...,.._,ttittateambeteLStaibrarand

artment

Liwalitraries.

The responsibilities of public library boards and school

boards should be spelled out as well as the relat&onehips which

might exist between them for providing library services to Btu.,

dents. This statement should be given the force of the offices

of the State Librarian and the State Superintendent of Instruction.
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The OLA and OLTA should actively support the Ohio Association

f School Librarians in its recommendation for the establishment

of a school library consultant position at an appropriate level

and status in the State Department of Education. This consultant

should have the responsibility for planning and directing a state.

wide school library development program which will support effec.

tively the curriculum and instructional program in Ohio schools.

V. Re9ommendations with Itwectto the Ohio Library' Association

and Ohio Library Trustee Associations

A. It ip recommenALULtheAtetejibrarian estab-,

lish a lie with res et to ticii.tion of

the staff of the Library in the affairs of

OLAOLTA.

This policy s'ould cover such subjects as what offices or

committee positions State Library staff might reasonable hold,

the length of time for which they might perform certain euties

in or for the Associations, and similar matters. It is not the

intention of the surveyor to suggest that such a policy should

be firm and fixed for all time. It is his opinion, however,

that the policy should be rather restrictive.

B. It is recommended that the ate Librarian seek

to have a joint committee appointed with 4LA -OLTA

tuLarg/ou,ldoseit*eecmmdde.

1.L...AZtomm'cxm"'Iix14"gataL2ELtEKLIUIWUNdLJ9tLJK

separate interest.

As noted earlier, it is helpful for the State Library and

tlie professional groups to operate with a considerable degree
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of agreement on most major issues. However, it is also essential

that each have freedom to disagree with the other and to take

separate courses if deep convictions dictate separation. While

there are no clear lines to be drawn, it should be possible to

forward the process of separation (already begun with the appoirt-

ment of an OLA-OLTA Executive Director). As with the policy

suggested above, this guideline will be subject to change

periodically.



Chapter IX

Estimate of Costs

The present estimates of costs are made upon certain cal -

culation in some detail, in the case of the area library service

centers and area libTary.type services and upon certain very

rough guesses in the case of the figures for the activation of

a state -wide reerence network. These figures, in short, are

solely for the purpose of locating the target rather than for

taking careful aim. They must be regarded as primarily, there-

fore, for discussion purposes. Later refinements will be made.

Estimated cost of participation in a statewide inter.

library loan network by the eight largest public libraries is

based on the payment of an "on -line" sum to each of those li-

braries. Quite arbitrarily, this cost is set at $50,000 per

library. Such cost may or may not elicit active participation

by those libraries. The collections they have built up repre.

sent, normally, both large cumulative expenditures on materials

and large expenditures of the time of staff members whose edu.

cation and experience could not be replaced. Part of the con-

sideration here is for permitting that existing resource to be

used, part is for helping the libraries maintain their collections

through ad .fun of current materials. Reactions to this pro.

posa have not yet been elicited from the librarians and boards

of trustees involved, except in the most general terms.
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Area Library Service Centers

and Area Library-Type

Services (on contract) at

$3.00 per capita minimum

State-wide Resource Network

A. "On- line" payments.

B. Communtcations system

establishment and

maintenance . .

State Library Support

A. Existing Headquarters

B. Expanded Services

Estimated
Annual Cost

$4010,000.

400,000,

100,000.

C. Research and Development

D. Establishment Grants

Total Estimated Annual Cost .

. . . . 360,000,

. 350,000.

. . . 300,000.

. . . 250,000.

-...........

$5,870,000.0

These cost estimates are advtnced upon two major acsump..

tions: First, that the program recommended will be considered

as a first phase, to be evaluated and possibly modified soon

after the area library service centers and allied programs are

put into effect; and, second, that the entire program is ft-

naneed and operational within three years. The total cost

estimated here is a third-year cost, given these assumptions*

Ohio could benefit from and afford a much larger program than

is recommended here. However, given the present condition of

the State Library and in consideration of the impact of the
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several recommendations on the Library, it is the opinion of

the surveyor that these sums could be Aministered intelligently

but that substantially larger sums could not be.


